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ABSTRACT
Comparison of Hilbert Transform and Derivative Methods for Converting ECG Data into
Cardioid Plots to Detect Heart Abnormalities
Robert Goldie
Electrocardiogram (ECG) time-domain signals contain important information
about the heart. Several techniques have been proposed for creating a two-dimensional
visualization of an ECG, called a Cardioid, that can be used to detect heart abnormalities
with computer algorithms. The derivative method is the prevailing technique, which is
popular for its low complexity, but it can introduce distortion into the Cardioid plot without
additional signal processing. The Hilbert transform is an alternative method which has
unity gain and phase shifts the ECG signal by 90 degrees to create the Cardioid plot.
However, the Hilbert transform is seldom used and has historically been implemented with
a computationally expensive process. In this thesis we show a low-complexity method for
implementing the Hilbert transform as a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. We compare
the fundamental differences between Cardioid plots generated with the derivative and
Hilbert transform methods and demonstrate the feature-preserving nature of the Hilbert
transform method. Finally, we analyze the RMS values of the transformed signals to show
how the Hilbert transform method can create near 1:1 aspect ratio Cardioid plots with very
little distortion for any patient data.
Keyworks: ECG, electrocardiogram, Hilbert transform, derivative, FIR, finite impulse
response, phase space, Cardioid plot, vectorcardiogram, synthetic vectorcardiogram,
artificial vectorcardiogram
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Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 – Statement of Problem
Researchers have used Electrocardiogram (ECG) data to detect heart abnormalities
by plotting an ECG signal against a transformed version of itself to produce circular, twodimensional visualizations of heartbeats, called Cardioids. These plots are similar to phasespace diagrams used for oscillating systems in the study of classical mechanics [1]. The
Cardioids are formed by plotting the derivative of the input ECG signal against the original
ECG signal.

Figure 1: Block Diagram of the Derivative Method for Plotting a Continuous-Time ECG
Signal as a Cardioid Plot

Figure 2: 2D ECG Visualization (Cardioid) Created by Plotting the Derivative of the
ECG Signal vs the ECG Signal
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The units are millivolts on the x-axis and millivolts/Ts on the y-axis, where Ts is the
sampling interval. The mismatched units require the plot axes to have different scaling to
create a circular Cardioid plot. One issue with the derivative method is that the output
signal is dependent on the current rate of change of the input signal. This rate dependency
translates to large output values when the ECG signal changes rapidly, and small values or
zero value when the ECG signal changes slowly. This causes distortion in the derivative
method’s Cardioid plot but can be mitigated with the use of nonmatching x- and y-axis
scales, as shown in Figure 2.
A heartbeat signal is primarily composed of low frequency components, whereas
derivatives naturally amplify high frequencies. An alternative method is to use the Hilbert
transform of the ECG signal and plot the transformed signal against the delayed ECG
signal. The Hilbert transform applies a 90-degree phase shift while maintaining the original
signal amplitudes.

Figure 3: Block Diagram of the Hilbert Transform Method for Plotting a ContinuousTime ECG Signal as a Cardioid Plot
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Figure 4: 2D ECG Visualization (Cardioid) Created by Plotting the Hilbert Transform of
the ECG Signal vs the ECG Signal
Both axes in Figure 4 have units of millivolts, allowing for equal scaling of the axes (unlike
the derivative method in Figure 2). The Hilbert transform’s main advantage is that it
produces an output signal with almost equal magnitude to that of the input signal. However,
we found that the Hilbert transform was only used to plot Cardioids in two Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) papers in the IEEE Xplore Database [2], [3],
dated 1988 and 1992.
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1.2 – Thesis Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to provide a computationally inexpensive way
to obtain both the derivative and Hilbert transformations of ECG data to produce Cardioid
plots. We will implement both methods in MATLAB and use publicly available patient
data for testing. The output signals and their Cardioid plots will be analyzed with multiple
metrics. In the conclusion we will highlight the differences between the methods and
propose which method is more suitable for plotting Cardioid plots. In this thesis, we will
develop a computationally simple way to obtain the Hilbert transform output, as well as
the derivative output, so that researchers can use either method for future applications.
Additionally, we will provide all MATLAB code to help others continue with future work.

1.3 – Thesis Scope
We will limit the scope of the thesis to investigating the difference between two
main methods of plotting ECG data as a Cardioid graph. All input data will be collected
from a publicly available database [4], [5] for ECG signals. We will assume all data is valid
and correct. The results of each method will not be correlated with heart conditions. While
the intended application of these concepts is to diagnose heart abnormalities, this thesis
focuses on providing a study of the methods used to obtain the Cardioid plots. By doing
so, the thesis stays in the digital signal processing domain and does not provide medical
advice. Instead, we will recommend which method is more accurate from a signal analysis
perspective so that future applications of the concepts may be more accurate, too.
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Chapter 2 – ECG SIGNAL ANALYSIS
2.1 – Introduction
This chapter discusses the characteristics of the ECG signals, primarily focusing on
the bandwidth for each patient’s data. We collected the data from physio.org, a free medical
research database, managed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Laboratory for Computational Physiology [4], [5]. Completed in 1980, the MIT-BIH
Arrhythmia database was a collaboration between MIT and the Beth Israel Hospital. It was
one of the first publicly available sets of standard test material for arrythmia detectors. This
database contains two-channel ECG recordings for 48 patients. These patients were chosen
based on clinically significant arrhythmia conditions.

2.2 – ECG Recordings
All ECG data was recorded at 360 Hz (samples per second), with an 11-bit analogto-digital converter (ADC) with +/- 5mV range. Because the ECG is two-channel, both the
modified limb lead (MLII) and the modified lead (V1, sometimes V2 or V5) are available.
This thesis uses the MLII signal as the normal QRS complexes are more prominent in this
signal [5]. While 30-minute recordings are available, this thesis uses the 10-second and 1minute recordings for each patient provided by PhysioNet. We chose to work with the 10second data as it required less time to run the MATLAB scripts. However, we also tested
with the 1-minute data to verify the results from the 10-second data. For each patient, we
used the patient number and a “-1” or “-2” to denote the data length. For example, “1052” means it is patient #105 using the 1-minute ECG data file.
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2.3 – Bandwidth of ECG Signal
The bandwidth of the ECG signal is an important metric because it identifies where
the signal power is concentrated in the frequency domain.

Figure 5: Time-Domain ECG Signal Using a 10-Second ECG Recording
To calculate the bandwidth, we used the MATLAB fft and fftshift functions. The fft function
calculates the Fast Fourier Transform and the fftshift function centers the zero-frequency
(DC) component at the center of the spectrum.

Figure 6: FFT of a Discrete-Time ECG Signal on a Linear-Linear Scale with Range of
+/-180 Hz (Fs/2)
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Figure 6 shows the entire frequency range, spanning from negative to positive 𝐹𝑠 /2, or +/180 Hz. Note, a linear frequency scale is used on the x-axis for the frequency. To better
see the frequency contents, Figure 7 shows the same FFT plot with the y-axis range limited
to show the smaller-value frequency components.

Figure 7: FFT of a Discrete-Time ECG Signal on a Linear-Linear Scale with Reduced Yaxis Range to Show Better Clarity of Low-Amplitude Frequency Components
Most of the power is concentrated at the lower end of the frequency range, shown by the
larger tones closer to the center of the spectrum. The tone at 60 Hz (and -60 Hz) is due to
the 60 Hz interference from alternating current (AC) power that couples into recording
equipment and into the body of the patient.
The ECG signal is primarily composed of low frequency components, which is why
the bandwidth calculation is performed starting at the low end of the frequency range rather
than at the high end. The bandwidth is calculated by integrating the power over the entire
frequency range and then finding the frequency at which 95% of the signal power has been
integrated. Note, the DC component is excluded from the bandwidth calculation.
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Figure 8: Signal Power over Frequency Plot for Patient #100-1
Figure 8 shows the integration of signal power over the frequency range for patient #1001. The y-axis is labeled with millivolts squared RMS because we used the RMS voltage to
perform the signal power integration. The voltage squared RMS is proportional to the
actual signal power (measured in Watts) by the resistance but because the resistance is not
defined the correct units are millivolts squared RMS. The orange dashed lines indicate that
95% of the signal power is contained between 0 and 31.3 Hz, making 33.1 Hz the
bandwidth. We performed this calculation in Microsoft Excel to create the graph, but for
all other patient data the same formula was applied in MATLAB. All of the bandwidths for
10-second and 1-minute data were compiled into the following box and whisker plot.
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Figure 9: Box and Whisker Plot for the 95% Signal Bandwidth Frequencies for All 48
Patients (10-Second and 1-Minute Data)
As shown in Figure 9, 50% of the bandwidths fall in the interquartile range,
shown by the blue boxes. These values are 25% above and below the median value of
approximately 20 Hz, which is shown with the red lines. The interquartile range spans
approximately 15-25 Hz for the MLII signal for both 10-second and 1-minute data.
Finally, the black dashed lines show the lowest 25% and the highest 25% of the
bandwidths.
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2.4 – Representative Plots
2.4.1 – Introduction
To reduce the number of plots displayed in each section, we chose a set of
representative plots that cover the range of Cardioid plots produced from the 48 patient
files. This includes very neat Cardioids, very erratic ones, and others that have a low,
moderate, or high frequency bandwidth. The following sections will display the Cardioid
plots, using two methods, as well as the time-domain versions of these signal. The
derivative and Hilbert transform methods are the focus of this thesis and will be discussed
in more detail in Chapter 4 – DERIVATIVE METHODS and Chapter 5 – HILBERT
TRANSFORM METHOD. The y-axis range has been fixed for each patient’s Cardioid plot
so that the derivative and Hilbert transform methods can be viewed without any distortion.
We will also give brief explanations as to why each Cardioid plot was chosen as a
representative plot from the set of 48 patients.
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2.4.2 – Low Frequency ECGs

Figure 10: Low Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left) and as
a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert Transform Methods
The Hilbert transform method produces a very open Cardioid shape, whereas the
derivative method is very distorted. The extra, smaller spikes in the time-domain signal can
be seen clearly in the extra curves around the Cardioid shape. This shows the featurepreserving nature of Hilbert Cardioids.

Figure 11: Low Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left) and as
a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert Transform Methods
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The time-domain signal has significant up and down-spikes, which is abnormal
compared to the other ECG signals. This produces a set of two circles on the Cardioid plot
using each method, but only the Hilbert transform’s circles are easily visible. At 8.1 Hz,
the bandwidth of this ECG signal is the lowest of all 48 ECG signals used in this thesis.

Figure 12: Low Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left) and as
a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert Transform Methods
The spikes in the QRS complex of the time-domain signal are very prominent,
which creates a very open Cardioid plot with good feature preservation when using the
Hilbert transform method. However, there is a voltage baseline wander in the time-domain
ECG signal. This changing DC offset creates non-concentric circles on the Cardioid plot.
Instead, the individual Cardioid circles are slightly shifted along the x-axis, but all share
roughly the same shape.
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Figure 13: Low Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left) and as
a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert Transform Methods
This time-domain ECG signal has significant up and down-spikes, creating two
circles as seen previously. In the Cardioid, it can clearly be seen that the up-spikes create
the right-hand Cardioid circles whereas the down-spikes creates the left-hand Cardioid
circles.
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2.4.3 – Moderate Frequency ECGs

Figure 14: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left)
and as a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert
Transform Methods
The moderate frequency bandwidth Cardioids are very balanced and produce very
clean Cardioid plots. The extra spike between QRS complexes in the time-domain signal
can be seen in the Cardioid plot as the extra loop inside the Cardioid. The Hilbert transform
preserves this feature well and creates an open, circular shape for this spike while the
derivative method produces a flat set of data points.
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Figure 15: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left)
and as a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert
Transform Methods
The Hilbert transform method produces a much more circular Cardioid than the
derivative method. When plotted on equally scaled x- and y-axes as shown, the derivative
method’s distortion is very noticeable. The Cardioid is compressed in the y-axis direction
and its curves are not as smooth as the Hilbert transform’s Cardioid.

Figure 16: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left)
and as a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert
Transform Methods
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This Cardioid plot is very similar to the other moderate frequency Cardioids except
for the single left-hand loop. This is caused by the errant down-spike in the time-domain
ECG signal. The Hilbert transform handles this spike quite well, producing a mostly
circular shape that reflects the smaller magnitude of the spike. The derivative method
produces a heavily distorted circle on the left-hand side of the Cardioid.

Figure 17: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left)
and as a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert
Transform Methods
At 19 Hz, this dataset has the closest bandwidth to the median bandwidth (20.35
Hz) of all 48 datasets. The Cardioid plot is circular and the extra down-spike between QRS
complexes is reflected well using the Hilbert transform method. The derivative method
also produces a very symmetrical Cardioid; however, it is still distorted in its y-axis
magnitude when compared to the Hilbert transform’s Cardioid.
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Figure 18: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left)
and as a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert
Transform Methods
The time-domain ECG signal has a slight voltage baseline wander, trending
towards a more negative DC offset. This is reflected in the Cardioid plot by the circles
moving horizontally across the Cardioid plot. Each circle represents a heartbeat so as the
time-domain magnitudes shift more negative, the Cardioid circles move to the left, too.
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2.4.4 – High Frequency ECGs

Figure 19: High Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left) and as
a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert Transform Methods
At 31.4 Hz, this ECG signal has one of the highest frequency bandwidths out of the
48 datasets. Despite this, the Hilbert transform method produces a very symmetrical
Cardioid shape, while the derivative method is both smaller in the y-axis magnitude and
has extra distortion on the top-left edge of its Cardioid.

Figure 20: High Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left) and as
a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert Transform Methods
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Due to some high frequency noise, the small spikes in the ECG signal in the timedomain create a nest of data points in the Cardioid plot. However, these points as well as
the main points on the Cardioid create a more open curve with the Hilbert transform method
compared to the derivative method. The small-spike features are better preserved with the
Hilbert transform method.

Figure 21: High Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left) and as
a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert Transform Methods
This ECG signal is very symmetrical across heartbeats, resulting in very
symmetrical Cardioid plots, too. The Hilbert transform’s Cardioid is very round and open,
creating one of the most ideal Cardioid shapes out of all 48 datasets. It has preserved the
symmetrical features from the time-domain quite well. In contrast, the derivative method
produces an elliptical shape. However, both the Hilbert transform method and the
derivative method produce very tight Cardioid plots with this ECG signal.
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Figure 22: High Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left) and as
a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert Transform Methods
The time-domain ECG signal has both a significant up-spike between heartbeats
and a significant down-spike during the QRS complex. This creates an inner circle on the
Cardioid plot, as well as a large positive and negative magnitude on the x-axis of the
Cardioid plot. The derivative method’s Cardioid plot is very flat and distorted, while the
Hilbert transform’s Cardioid plot is still quite circular.

Figure 23: High Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left) and as
a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert Transform Methods
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This ECG signal has a lot of high frequency noise and produces very erratic
Cardioid plots as a result. However, despite the noise, the Hilbert transform produces a
more open Cardioid plot, preserving some features, whereas the derivative method creates
a flatter set of data points. A small number of the 48 ECG signals create these erratic plots.

2.5 – Time-Domain Comparison to Cardioid Plots
This section will use two of the representative time-domain ECG signals and show
how specific events are replicated on the Cardioid plots.

#2
#3
#2
#4
#4
#3

#1

#1

Figure 24: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left)
and as a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert
Transform Methods
Point #1 shows the minimum voltage of the heartbeat on the ECG time-domain
signal and point #2 shows the maximum voltage. Point #3 shows an up-spike between QRS
events. Finally, point #4 is a stronger spike, again between QRS events. On the Cardioid
plot, point #1 is represented by the most negative voltage on the x-axis. Point #2 is the most
positive voltage on the x-axis. Point #3 occurs where the two curves meet in the top-left
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portion of the Cardioid. Finally, point #4 creates the nest of points inside the main Cardioid
loop. Note, the chronological order of events in the time-domain is preserved in the
Cardioid plot in the counter-clockwise direction.

#2

#1
#2

#1

Figure 25: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Representative Plot in Time-Domain (left)
and as a Cardioid Plot (right) Using Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert
Transform Methods
In the time-domain ECG plot, point #1 is a down-spike and the minimum voltage,
while point #2 is the maximum voltage. These are shown on the Cardioid plot by the leftmost Cardioid circle (corresponding to the minimum ECG voltage) and the right-most
Cardioid arc (corresponding to the maximum ECG voltage).
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Chapter 3 – LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1 – Introduction
According to the World Health Organization, cardiac arrest is one of the most
common causes of death [6]. As a result, there have been increased efforts to work on
technology that can help detect cardiovascular issues during screenings at hospitals. ECGs
are a very important tool in diagnosing heart issues. An ECG records the electrical activity
of the heart via electrode pads placed on the chest [7]. Typically, a medical practitioner
will visually inspect an ECG to identify any abnormalities.

Figure 26: ECG Time-Domain Plot from a Patient with Supraventricular Ectopy
(abnormally fast heartbeat)
An ECG plot like the one in Figure 26 shows the electrical activity (voltage) as a function
of time. While the plot is graphed continuously, the signal is actually composed of discrete
samples recorded at 360 Hz. An ECG has several waves within each heartbeat [7]. As
shown in Figure 27, these waves are labeled with P, QRS, T, and U (although U is not
always shown in an ECG).
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Figure 27: ECG Time-Domain Signal Drawing with the QRS Complex Labeled [8]
Information about the heart’s activity is primarily contained within the QRS segment,
which is why it is often studied [8], [9], [10]. The duration of the QRS complex is typically
0.08 to 0.12 seconds [11], [12]. The duration of an event is a crucial specification for the
design of a signal processing unit.
In addition to an ECG, a Cardioid graph can also be used to diagnose heart issues.
A Cardioid graph, or Cardioid based plot, is obtained by plotting two sets of discrete-time
signals against each other to produce a two-dimensional Cardioid plot [8]. Each discretetime signal is a parametric equation, and when plotted together, they form a parametric
plot. This process is outlined in the block diagram in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Block Diagram for Creating a Cardioid Plot from an ECG Signal Using the
Derivative Method
The first discrete-time signal is the ECG voltage data, typically plotted on the x-axis. The
second discrete-time signal is obtained by taking the derivative of the input ECG data and
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plotting it on the y-axis. The XY scatter plot data produces a two dimensional closed-loop
plot which represents a Cardioid shape [9].

Figure 29: Two-Point Derivative Method Cardioid Plot from a Patient with
Supraventricular Ectopy
Figure 29 shows the Cardioid plot where the ECG voltage values are plotted on the x-axis
and the derivative of these values are plotted on the y-axis. In this form, the time
representation from the ECG is eliminated, and the units become millivolts (x-axis) and
millivolts/Ts (y-axis), where Ts is the sampling period (2.778 ms). This sampling period is
based on the 360 Hz sampling frequency that was used during data collection for the MITBIH database.
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Figure 30: Generic Cardioid Shape Drawing [13]
The Cardioid plot gets its name from a Cardioid shape, which is shown in Figure
30. The Cardioid shape is named for its similarity to the classic heart shape. The Cardioid
plots vary based on the amplitude and timing of different events during the heartbeats. A
variety of these Cardioids were shown in Section 2.4 – Representative Plots.
The Cardioid plot is created in the same way that the unit circle can be drawn from
sine and cosine functions. Sine and cosine are related by a Hilbert transform, so at any
point, they are 90 degrees phase shifted from each other with equal magnitude.

Figure 31: Relationship Between Sine and Cosine on the Unit Circle [14]
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For example, in Figure 31, when theta is 90 degrees (occurring at 1.5 on the x-axis), sine
of theta is one, and cosine of theta is zero. But cosine of theta minus 90 degrees is one. The
two waves are identical, but phase shifted by one quarter period, or 90 degrees. The unit
circle does not have a time dependency (just like the Cardioid plot), nor does the shape
change based on the sinusoid fundamental frequencies. The unit circle is a function of the
input theta angle. This is analogous to the ECG data where the two functions are plotted
against each other as a function of the sample number in the discrete-time data. The ECG
data and the phase shifted ECG data form a circular shape (the Cardioid) in the same way
that sine and cosine form a perfect circle when plotted against each other.
Once the Cardioid plot is obtained, there are several applications for it. In one paper
[15], researchers used a neural network to detect whether patients had Cardiac Autonomic
Neuropathy based on Cardioid plots created with the derivative method. They also used
the neural network to detect the patient’s identity from an existing database, with high
accuracy. The Cardioid plots were found to be unique among patients. Their calculations
to determine unique Cardioids were based on the Euclidean distance from the centroid to
the extrema points on the Cardioid. Alternatively, metrics such as the area and the standard
deviation of the area can be used to differentiate normal and abnormal heartbeats [8]. This
is done by calculating the area graphed for each heartbeat and comparing it against the
value for a known normal heartbeat. In the paper [8] that created the Cardioid plot below,
researchers used the polygon area formula to solve for the area of the shape. However, it
may be possible to instead use the parametric area equation to solve for this area. This will
be discussed further in Section 7.3.1 – Parametric Area.
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Figure 32: Single Heartbeat Cardioid Plot from a Normal Heart Created with the
Derivative Method [8]
Figure 32 shows a single heartbeat plotted, in contrast to the earlier plots with many
heartbeats superimposed in one plot. For both the area and standard deviation, normal
heartbeats tend to have smaller values than abnormal heartbeats [8]. An alternative to the
polygon area formula will be discussed in Section 7.3.1 – Parametric Area. For this thesis,
we will focus on the formation of the Cardioid plots. The next section will outline the
literature review of the derivative method.
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3.2 – Derivative Method Papers
Based on IEEE Xplore database published papers, the derivative method is by far
the most common way to convert ECG data into a Cardioid plot. Specifically, these papers
use a two-point derivative to obtain the y-axis data needed to create the two-dimensional
plot [16], [8], [9], [17], [15]. The first step is to obtain the sampled discrete-time ECG
voltage data (this thesis uses data recorded at a constant 360 samples per second) as shown
in Equation (2). Note, all discrete-time signal will be denoted with square brackets around
the sample number. Additionally, “N” refers to the last sample in a dataset while “n” refers
to an arbitrary sample number.
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝐸𝐶𝐺(𝑡)
𝑋 = 𝐸𝐶𝐺(𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝑠 )

for 0 < 𝑛 < ∞

where 𝑇𝑠 =

𝑋 = {𝑥[1], 𝑥[2], 𝑥[3], 𝑥[4], … , 𝑥[𝑁]}

(1)
1
360 Hz

(2)
(3)

Now that the ECG signal is a discrete-time signal, the finite difference equation is used,
which is an approximation for the derivative. However, due to the constant sampling rate,
the difference between samples is a constant one sample. This allows Equation (4) to
simplify to Equation (5), where only the difference in values of adjacent samples of 𝑋[𝑛]
are significant. The derivative result has units of millivolts per sample. This is because the
ECG discrete-time data was recorded using a millivolts scale. Additionally, the time
difference between samples is the sampling period (Ts), which is 2.778 ms. When plotting
the derivative method Cardioids and the derivative result in the time-domain, units of
mV/Ts will be used for the y-axis data.
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𝑥[𝑛 + ∆𝑛] − 𝑥[𝑛]
∆𝑛→0
∆𝑛

(4)

𝑥[𝑛 + 1] − 𝑥[𝑛]
1

(5)

X′[𝑛] = lim
𝑋′[𝑛] =

The derivative is obtained by taking the difference between the current sample and the
future sample. The derivative of the discrete-time ECG signal will be plotted on the y-axis,
so it is denoted with 𝑌[𝑛] in Equation (7).
X′[𝑛] = {𝑥[2] − 𝑥[1], 𝑥[3] − 𝑥[2] … , 𝑥[𝑁] − 𝑥[𝑁 − 1]}

(6)

𝑌[𝑛] = X′[𝑛]

(7)

The discrete-time ECG signal and the derivative of the ECG signal are plotted below.

Figure 33: ECG Signal and Derivative of ECG Signal (0-10 seconds) Plotted in the
Time Domain
In Figure 33, both the ECG signal and the derivative of the ECG signal are
superimposed on the same x-axis. The two signals have different units however, with the
ECG signal using millivolts and the derivative signal using millivolts/sampling period. The
derivative has a much smaller magnitude than the original ECG signal. This can be seen
better by the close-up plot in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: ECG Signal and Derivative of ECG Signal Close-Up (1-3 seconds) Plotted in
the Time Domain
The close-up of the ECG signal and its derivative signal reveals the difference in magnitude
between these two signals. This difference in scale results in the distorted Cardioid plot
shown in Figure 35. The x- and y-axis data do not share a similar range, so the Cardioid
plot becomes elliptical, rather than circular. While it would be possible to scale the
derivative data to match the magnitude of the original data, a unique scaling factor would
be required for every patient’s data. A single scaling factor should not be used as the
derivative data does not scale linearly across all 48 datasets used in this thesis. The
distortion will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.2 – Two-Point Derivative and the
scaling issue will be discussed in Section 6.4 – AC RMS Linearity.
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Figure 35: Cardioid Plot Based on ECG Signal (x-axis) and Derivative of
ECG Signal (y-axis)
The final step in applying the derivative method is create a Cardioid by plotting the
derivative ECG signal against the original ECG signal, shown in Figure 35. The elliptical
shape is the distortion of the Cardioid and is caused by the different magnitudes of the xand y-axis signals. This is one of the shortcomings of the derivative method and will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 – DERIVATIVE METHODS.
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3.3 – Hilbert Transform Method Papers
We found only two IEEE Xplore database papers that used the Hilbert transform to
create a Cardioid plot. The first was written in 1988, by W.H. Chang, K. Lin, and S. Tseng,
titled “ECG Analysis Based on Hilbert Transform Descriptor” [2]. The purpose of the
paper was to use Fourier Descriptors to classify normal heartbeats and heartbeats with
premature ventricular contraction. This paper also used the QRS complex as a segment of
interest from the ECG signal. The Synthetic Vectorcardiogram (SVCG) that was used is
equivalent to the Cardioid plots previously mentioned in this thesis. A Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) was used to create the frequency-domain version of the time-domain
ECG signal. Then, the signal was shifted by 90 degrees in the frequency domain. This
maintains the magnitude of the original signal but imparts a 90-degree phase shift to all
spectral components. The 90-degree phase shift and unity gain are defining properties of a
Hilbert transform. Finally, the signal was converted back to the time-domain using an
inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). Implementing a Hilbert transform by taking the
FFT and IFFT is very computationally expensive. A simpler method that makes use of the
band-limited nature of an ECG signal will be discussed in Chapter 5 – HILBERT
TRANSFORM METHOD.
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Figure 36: Cardioid Plots Using the FFT, Phase Shift, IFFT Method to Implement a
Hilbert Transform, (a) Normal Heartbeat, (b) Heartbeat with Premature Ventricular
Contraction [2]
The Cardioid plot, shown in Figure 36, was created by plotting the Hilbert
transform of the ECG signal against the original ECG signal. A normal heartbeat is shown
on the left, and an abnormal heartbeat is shown on the right. For each ECG signal in this
paper, the real and imaginary portion of the Hilbert transformed signal are used in a
threshold detector equation which allows the researchers to classify heartbeats [2]. The
Cardioid plot is not the main focus of the paper, it is instead the detector equation.
Additionally, this paper does not mention the derivative method. Finally, the researchers
used an FFT/IFFT method of implementing a Hilbert transform. In contrast, this thesis will
use a finite impulse response (FIR) filter for the Hilbert transform which is much simpler
to compute.
In 1992, A. Chang, and W.H. Chang wrote “Hilbert Transform and Fourier
Descriptors to ECG Signal Analysis” [3]. The goal of this paper was to again use Fourier
descriptors to classify heartbeats. The researchers called their Cardioid plot an artificial
vectorcardiogram (AVCG). The artificial vectorcardiogram is synonymous with the
synthetic vectorcardiogram mentioned in the previous IEEE Xplore database paper. The
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Hilbert transform was again implemented using an FFT, phase shift, IFFT. The ECG signal
is plotted on the real axis while the Hilbert transform is plotted on the imaginary axis.

Figure 37: ECG Signal (rear face), Hilbert Transform of ECG Signal (bottom face),
Cardioid Plot (left face), Cardioid Plot in Time Domain (center space) [3]
The original ECG data is on the rear face of Figure 37. The Hilbert transform is on the
bottom face. Both of these signals are plotted in the time-domain. Additionally, because
they are 90 degrees out of phase with each other (plotted on the real and imaginary axes)
when plotted against one another, they form the Cardioid (or AVCG) shown on the left
face. This plot is the focus of the thesis as it is the basis for several methods of heartbeat
classification. Finally, the plot in the middle is the Cardioid plot moving through the timedomain. This figure is very useful for showing the time-domain plots and how, when
combined, they form the AVCG/Cardioid. As the ECG signal continues in the timedomain, the AVCG receives additional revolutions plotted on its axes. The paper continues
with a threshold detector equation and uses known normal heartbeats to create this
equation. The paper shows that classification of ECGs can be performed with the Hilbert
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transform and Fourier descriptors. However, like the previous paper, this one does not
mention the alternative derivative method. Additionally, it uses an FFT, phase shift, IFFT
to perform the Hilbert transform, which is computationally expensive.
Finally, for ECG-related IEEE Xplore database papers, many researchers reference
the Hilbert-Huang Transformation (HHT) for time-frequency analysis of heart signals [18].
However, this Hilbert transform is not used for the purpose of creating two-dimensional
Cardioid plots and is not relevant to this thesis.

3.4 – Important Observations
All of the papers researched for this thesis mentioned either the derivative method
or the Hilbert method in the context of plotting Cardioids. Derivative method papers all
used the same application of a two-point derivative, and none of them mentioned
alternative methods for derivative calculation (such as a three-point derivative).
Additionally, all derivative calculations were implemented in a similar fashion. In this
thesis, we will explore the two-point derivative, as well as the three-point derivative
implemented as a three-tap FIR filter. The three-point method comes from a paper [19] that
does not analyze ECG signals but instead uses a three-point derivative approximation for
other purposes. Again, a three-point derivative method was not mentioned in any of the
cited ECG papers. We will also explore the use of a Hilbert transform FIR filter as an
alternative to the derivative methods for creating Cardioid plots. The papers that used the
Hilbert transform all used the computationally expensive procedure of taking the FFT and
IFFT. None of the papers used an FIR filter or any other method of lower complexity for
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calculating the Hilbert transform. Finally, none of the papers cited compared the derivative
and Hilbert transform methods. Each paper only used one method and did not acknowledge
other possibilities. In this thesis, we will provide both methods, and we will implement the
Hilbert transform with a computationally inexpensive method compared to the two papers
[2], [3] that also used the Hilbert transform.
Of the papers researched, none of them provided an explanation for why the
derivative method is used to create the y-axis data for a Cardioid plot. A potential
explanation is that a derivative is useful for finding maximums and minimums of a
function. The extreme points on the ECG are particularly important to the Cardioid which
is why a derivative could have been chosen. However, the derivative produces a signal
with an altered root-mean-squared (RMS) value compared to the original ECG data. By
taking only the difference between samples, the RMS of the derivative is smaller than the
RMS of the original ECG signal. This causes the y-axis data to be much flatter than the xaxis data when plotted, leading to a distorted “aspect ratio” for the Cardioid plot. The
amount of distortion is dependent on the specific dataset for each patient, which is why the
distortion cannot be accurately removed using a single correction factor for all 48 patients.
In contrast, the Hilbert transform does not modify the signal magnitudes, so its y-axis data
has a very similar RMS value to the original ECG signal on the x-axis, creating an almost
1:1 “aspect ratio.” This is a distinct advantage of the Hilbert transform method and will be
discussed further in Chapter 5 – HILBERT TRANSFORM METHOD.
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Chapter 4 – DERIVATIVE METHODS
4.1 – Introduction
As discussed in the literature review, the two-point derivative is the most common
method for creating the y-axis data needed to form a Cardioid plot. This chapter will
analyze the two-point and three-point derivatives, as well as an implementation that uses a
3-tap FIR filter.

4.2 – Two-Point Derivative
The two-point derivative requires a difference block, which approximates the
derivative, to obtain the y-axis data needed for the Cardioid plot. This block diagram is
shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38: Block Diagram for Creating a Cardioid Plot from an ECG Signal Using the
Two-Point Derivative Method
The two-point derivative’s main advantage is that it is very simple to calculate. It requires
the current sample and an adjacent sample, assuming a constant sampling rate. However,
one of the issues with this method is that is produces distorted Cardioid plots.
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Figure 39: Two-Point Derivative Cardioid Plot with Uneven Axes Scaling (left) and
Even Axes Scaling (right)
On the left of Figure 39, the axes are non-uniform, which creates the illusion of a
circular Cardioid plot. However, the plot on the right uses uniformly scaled axes, which
shows the distortion when using the derivative method. The y-axis data has a much smaller
magnitude than the x-axis data because it is the difference of adjacent samples. This is one
of the main disadvantages of the derivative method, as it distorts the Cardioid plot.
Additionally, this distortion cannot easily be corrected for, as every patient’s data requires
a different scaling factor to adjust for the distortion.
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Figure 40: Two-Point Derivative and Hilbert Methods Plotted with Uniform Axes Scaling
When plotting the derivative and the Hilbert methods on the same, uniformly scaled
axes, the distortion from the derivative method becomes much more apparent. Figure 40
shows this difference: the Hilbert method is much more open and circular, preserving
features well, while the derivative method is much flatter, distorting the features. This is
again due to the fact that the derivative method has a much smaller RMS value, while the
Hilbert transform’s RMS value is much more similar to the original ECG signal’s RMS
value.
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4.3 – Three-Point Derivative
The three-point derivative method differs from the two-point method in that it uses
an extra data point to calculate the derivative.

Figure 41: Block Diagram for Creating a Cardioid Plot from an ECG Signal Using the
Three-Point Derivative Method
Figure 41 shows the block diagram for the three-point derivative method. The three-point
derivative calculation requires a past, present, and future sample to determine the current
derivative output. The derivative cannot be calculated for the first data point in the discretetime ECG signal as it does not have a past value to use.

Figure 42: ECG Signal Samples Required to Compute the Three-Point Derivative
As shown in Figure 42, the derivative output begins on ECG sample two, so special
consideration must be given to the indices when plotting these signals against each other.
Note, all data was collected before any signal processing was performed. If real-time
processing is desired, the ECG discrete-time signal would require a delay block of two
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steps to allow the derivative block to obtain three samples so that it can perform the
derivative calculation. By delaying the output so that the derivative has all its required
samples, the derivative becomes a casual operation, which makes it possible to implement
in real-time. However, since we did not use real-time processing in this thesis, delay blocks
were only used as necessary to align the indices correctly for creating the Cardioid plots.
The ability to align the three-point derivative perfectly with the discrete-time ECG
signal is a major advantage of the three-point derivative over the two-point derivative.

Figure 43: ECG Signal Samples Required to Compute the Two-Point Derivative
As shown in Figure 43, the two-point derivative cannot be perfectly aligned with the
original ECG data because it uses only two samples. By using an even number of samples,
the derivative of the discrete-time ECG signal will always be half a sample away from
being centered around the two samples it uses. The three-point derivative method can be
centered because it uses an odd number of samples to perform the calculation, as shown in
Figure 42.
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The simplified three-point derivative equation, Equation (8) was obtained from a
quadratic spline differentiation, provided in another paper [19]. The sample calculation
shown will use {𝑥[𝑛 − 1], 𝑥[𝑛], 𝑥[𝑛 + 1]} from the discrete-time ECG signal to calculate
the three-point derivative.

𝑋 ′ [𝑛] =

𝑥[𝑛] − 𝑥[𝑛 − 1] 𝑥[𝑛 + 1] − 𝑥[𝑛] 𝑥[𝑛 + 1] − 𝑥[𝑛 − 1]
+
−
𝑡2 − 𝑡1
𝑡3 − 𝑡2
𝑡3 − 𝑡1

(8)

This equation assumes non-uniform spacing between data points however, as discussed in
the two-point derivative literature review, the samples for this thesis were obtained at a
constant 360 Hz. The denominator can be simplified to the sampling interval, Ts.
𝑇𝑠 = 𝑡𝑛 − 𝑡𝑛−1
𝑋 ′ [𝑛] =

𝑋 ′ [𝑛] =

𝑥[𝑛] − 𝑥[𝑛 − 1] 𝑥[𝑛 + 1] − 𝑥[𝑛] 𝑥[𝑛 + 1] − 𝑥[𝑛 − 1]
+
−
𝑇𝑠
𝑇𝑠
2𝑇𝑠

(9)
(10)

2𝑥[𝑛] − 2𝑥[𝑛 − 1] 2𝑥[𝑛 + 1] − 2𝑥[𝑛] 𝑥[𝑛 + 1] − 𝑥[𝑛 − 1]
+
−
(11)
2𝑇𝑠
2𝑇𝑠
2𝑇𝑠

With a common denominator, similar terms are combined leaving Equation (12). However,
the three-point derivative in this form spans two data points, so its units are millivolts per
two sampling periods. The three-point derivative must have units of millivolts per sampling
period to plot it on the same axes as the two-point derivative. By dividing the three-point
derivative by two, this creates the desired units of millivolts per sampling period.
𝑥[𝑛 + 1] − 𝑥[𝑛 − 1]
2𝑇𝑠

(12)

𝑥[𝑛 + 1] − 𝑥[𝑛 − 1]
2
𝑋 ′ [𝑛] =
𝑇𝑠

(13)

𝑋 ′ [𝑛] =
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The three-point derivative produces an array that is two data points shorter than the input
data. This is because the three-point derivative requires a past and future sample value to
calculate the current value, making it impossible to calculate the derivative for the first and
last data point. As with the two-point derivative method, the final derivative result will be
plotted on the y-axis, so it is denoted with 𝑌[𝑛].
𝑌[𝑛] = 𝑋 ′ [𝑛]

(14)

This method will be referred to as the Calculated Three-Point Derivative method to
differentiate it from the Three-Point FIR Filter Derivative method, which will be discussed
in the next section.
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4.4 – Three-Point Derivative FIR Filter
The three-point derivative can also be implemented using an FIR filter. The
coefficients for this filter are [-1, 0, 1], making it a filter of length three. This requires the
ECG data to be time-delayed by one step so that it aligns with the filter output. The
coefficients come from the equations derived in the previous section, but some steps will
be repeated here.

𝑋 ′ [𝑛] =

𝑥[𝑛 + 1] − 𝑥[𝑛 − 1]
2𝑇𝑠

(12)

Equation (12) is repeated from earlier calculations. However, the 𝑥[𝑛] term will be
reintroduced with a zero coefficient. Again, the two in the denominator is moved to the
numerator to keep the units consistent with the two-point derivative method.
−1𝑥[𝑛 − 1] + 0𝑥[𝑛] + 1𝑥[𝑛 + 1]
2𝑇𝑠

(15)

−1𝑥[𝑛 − 1] + 0𝑥[𝑛] + 1𝑥[𝑛 + 1]
2
𝑋 ′ [𝑛] =
𝑇𝑠

(16)

𝑋 ′ [𝑛] =

The final result is the negative of the previous sample plus the future sample, creating the
coefficients [-1, 0, 1]. The FIR filter takes three samples from the ECG signal, multiplies
them by these coefficients, and adds them to together create the current three-point
derivative value.
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4.5 – Derivative Method Magnitude and Phase Response
The magnitude response provides information about the strength of the signal at the
output of a filter, while the phase response provides information about the phase difference
between signals. The two-point and three-point derivative methods are plotted below.

Figure 44: Magnitude Response of the Three-Point FIR Derivative Method After Gain
Correction (blue) and the Two-Point Derivative Method (orange)
The magnitude response shows the gain or attenuation that is applied by the two
methods are various frequencies. Note, the “Gain Correction” will be explained in the next
section. The three-point derivative method has a symmetrical magnitude response,
applying 0 dB of gain at 90 Hz. In contrast, the two-point derivative method produces an
asymmetrical magnitude response, with 3.01 dB of gain at 90 Hz. A notable difference
between these methods is that the three-point method suppresses high frequencies in the
signal while the two-point derivative actually amplifies them. This is another reason why
the two-point derivative produces distorted Cardioid plots. However, both derivative
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methods have a -3 dB lower cutoff frequency of approximately 50 Hz, which is much
higher than the Hilbert transform method’s cutoff frequency, which will be shown in
Section 5.6 – Upsampled FIR Filter Results.

Figure 45: Phase Response of the Three-Point FIR Derivative Method After Gain
Correction (blue), the Two-Point Derivative Method (blue), and the 1-Step Time-Delayed
Input Signal (yellow)
The three-point derivative method maintains a constant 90-degree separation from
the 1-step time-delayed input signal. The 1-step time-delay is used to align the indices of
the input signal with the center index of the three-point derivative calculation. The twopoint derivative (orange) does not maintain a constant phase separation from the input
signal (yellow), shown by the non-parallel phase response lines of these two signals. Note,
while the 1-step time-delayed signal is shown here, we also could have used the non-timedelayed input signal for the two-point derivative method. This is because the two-point
derivative cannot be perfectly aligned, so either option is adequate (see Figure 43 for a
more in-depth explanation).
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4.6 – FIR Filter Gain Correction
The gain issue mentioned in the previous section is caused by the addition of a zero
term between the nonzero coefficients, [-1 0 1]. This results in a gain of two in the output
signal of the three-point derivative signal when implementing it with an FIR filter.

Figure 46: Cardioid Plot Using the Calculated Three-Point Derivative and the ThreePoint FIR derivative Filter
In Figure 46, the orange signal is the unscaled three-point derivative FIR filter, using
coefficients [-1 0 1]. In contrast, the blue signal is the three-point derivative FIR filter using
coefficients [-0.5 0 0.5]. We confirmed that the gain was 2 between these signals with the
magnitude response in Figure 47.
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Figure 47: Magnitude Response of the Three-Point FIR Derivative Method Before Gain
Correction (orange) and After Gain Correction (blue)
The three-point derivative FIR filter has a magnitude of 6.021 dB before scaling (orange
signal, measured at 90 Hz), and 0 dB after scaling (blue signal, measured at 90 Hz).
Converting from decibels to a linear scale, the gain of the unscaled signal is two times that
of the scaled signal. This is why we instead used coefficients of [-0.5 0 0.5] to correct for
the gain issue. Note, this issue is separate from a similar issue described in the previous
section. Previously, we divided the three-point derivative data by 2, but that was done to
convert to the desired units of [mV/Ts].
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Figure 48: Calculated Three-Point Derivative Method and Three-Point Derivative FIR
Method without Gain Correction (left) and with Gain Correction (right), Note the Use
of Nonmatching X- and Y-Axes
Figure 48 shows the outputs of both three-point derivative methods before and after
the gain issue has been addressed. The FIR output has a larger magnitude than the
calculated derivative before scaling. After scaling the FIR output by one half, the plot on
the right of Figure 48 is obtained. The blue and orange data points are perfectly stacked
(aside from calculation roundoff error) which confirms that the gain issue has been
corrected. Both the calculated and the FIR three-point derivative methods are derived from
the same equation, which explains why they have identical outputs. Additionally, we used
nonmatching x- and y-axes to artificially open the derivative Cardioid plot. This makes it
easier to see the shape of the Cardioid for the purpose of comparing signals before and after
the gain correction. However, this highlights one of the deficiencies of the derivative
method as it does not naturally produce a circular, open Cardioid plot.
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Chapter 5 – HILBERT TRANSFORM METHOD
5.1 – Introduction
The Hilbert transform is a linear operator that creates a 90-degree phase shift and
has unity gain. The Hilbert transform was named after David Hilbert, a German
mathematician. The following figure shows how the Hilbert transform can be used to shift
an ECG signal by 90 degrees to create a Cardioid plot.

Figure 49: ECG Signal (blue), Hilbert Transform of ECG Signal (green), Cardioid Plot
(red), Cardioid Plot in Time Domain (center space) [3]
Figure 49 shows the Cardioid plot in red which is composed of the original ECG signal
(blue) and the Hilbert transformed ECG signal (green). These two signals must be aligned
precisely when plotting against one another. Because the Hilbert transform is non-casual,
it must be delayed so that the signal operator can be casual. Therefore, the input ECG signal
must also be delayed to align with the Hilbert transform’s output.
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The Hilbert transform is potentially a better method for converting ECG timedomain data into a Cardioid plot than the derivative methods. This is because ideally, the
Hilbert transform does not affect the magnitude of the data. In contrast, a derivative is
approximated by the difference between adjacent samples, changing the magnitude of the
data. The Hilbert transform does not amplify existing noise, unlike the two-point derivative
method at high frequencies. Using the Hilbert transform creates much more open Cardioid
plots with larger RMS values. A more open plot preserves features better and is more
similar to the ideal Cardioid shape, making it better for future applications that require a
Cardioid plot.

Figure 50: Block Diagram of the Hilbert Transform Method for Plotting an ECG Signal
as a Cardioid Plot
The block diagram shows the Hilbert transform, which is implemented in parallel to a timedelay block. The time-delay is necessary because an ideal Hilbert transform is noncausal,
meaning that it cannot be realized. By waiting until all required samples have been
obtained, the Hilbert transform becomes casual. This means that the ECG data, which must
be aligned with the Hilbert transform’s output, must be time-delayed. The delay length is
equal to half the Hilbert transform’s filter length. The two output signals are plotted against
each other, creating the Cardioid plot. Typical convention dictates plotting the ECG signal
on the x-axis, and the transformed ECG signal on the y-axis. The Hilbert transform
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Cardioid plots shown in Section 2.4 – Representative Plots were created using the method
described here.

5.2 – Concepts
A Hilbert transform is a linear operator that shifts positive frequency components
by -90 degrees and negative frequency components by 90 degrees [20]. This frequencydomain operation is shown in the phase response plot of Figure 51.

Figure 51: Ideal Hilbert Transform Magnitude Response (left) and Phase
Response (right) [21]
The magnitude response of the ideal Hilbert transform has unity gain across all frequencies.
In practice however, a passband is selected to implement a unity gain over a fixed
frequency range. Additionally, the phase response is a constant 90 degrees, meaning the
input signal is shifted from the output signal by 90 degrees, or π/2 radians.
An ideal Hilbert transform cannot be implemented because it is noncausal. Instead,
it can be approximated by a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. Ideally, it has unity gain
and infinite bandwidth. The discrete-time impulse response can be described by the
following equation [20].
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2
𝑛𝜋
𝑠𝑖𝑛2 ( )
ℎ[𝑛] = {𝑛𝜋
2
0

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛 ≠ 0

(17)

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛 = 0

The ideal Hilbert transform impulse response is shown in Figure 52. An impulse response
shows the coefficients used by a filter to obtain the output.

Figure 52: Ideal Hilbert Transform Impulse Response [21]
The ideal impulse response extends to +/- infinity and is zero-valued at the origin.
However, this Hilbert transform is noncausal, meaning that at τ = 0, it requires both past
and future values to calculate the current transform output. This cannot be physically
realized. Instead, the Hilbert transform block waits until all data is collected before creating
the output value, making it a causal operation. This means that the output lags behind the
current ECG sample by half the filter length.
In “Digital FIR Hilbert Transformers” by David Romero and Gordana Dolecek, the
authors discuss the design of a Hilbert transform FIR filter using built-in MATLAB
functions [20]. One function, the Parks-McClellan optimal FIR filter design algorithm,
approximates the filter coefficients required for a Hilbert transform under various
frequency-domain constraints. The text outlines equations for the ripple in the magnitude
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response in the passband, as well as the length of the filter, and the passband frequencies.
We will use these equations in the following section, and we will detail the parameters
chosen to implement the Hilbert transform as an FIR filter.

Figure 53: Romero/Dolecek Hilbert Transform FIR Filter Impulse Response (left) and
Magnitude Response (right) [20]
Romero and Dolecek produced the filter results shown in Figure 53. On the left, the
impulse response is time-delayed, meaning that the coefficients have been shifted away
from the origin, making the filter casual. In Figure 53, a discrete-time version of the ideal
impulse response (from Figure 52) can be seen, which is consistent with the ℎ[𝑛]
coefficient formula in Equation (17). In the magnitude response plot, the FIR filter uses a
bandpass filter to simulate the unity gain of the ideal Hilbert transform. However, there is
a slight magnitude ripple in the passband, shown by the close-up capture in the center of
the right-hand plot.
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5.3 – FIR Filter Parameters
5.3.1 – Filter Length
The first step in creating the Hilbert transform FIR filter for ECG signal processing is
to choose a filter length. The filter length determines how many discrete-time samples will
be used to calculate the output at a given data point. Similar to the three-pint derivative,
the filter length must be odd so that the Hilbert transform can align perfectly with the timedelayed ECG signal to create the Cardioid plot. The length should encompass the event of
interest, which is the QRS complex of the ECG signal in this thesis. This event has a
duration of 0.08 to 0.12 seconds [11], [12].

Figure 54: ECG Tine-Domain Signal Drawing with the QRS Complex Labeled [17]
A filter that is too short would not have enough samples to replicate the ideal
impulse response. This could lead to a response that does not replicate the Hilbert
transform. Alternatively, a filter that is too long could include multiple instances of the
QRS complex in its calculation. If the filter spans more than one heartbeat, it might “see”
multiple QRS complex events, which could interfere with the intended calculation. The
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ideal filter length encompasses the duration of the event without encroaching on the period
of the entire heartbeat.
Given that the QRS complex duration is typically 0.12 seconds or less [11], [12],
and an average resting heartbeat is 60-100 beats per minute (bpm) [11]:
𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑄𝑅𝑆 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝐹𝑠 ∗ 𝑄𝑅𝑆 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 [𝑠𝑒𝑐]

(18)

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑄𝑅𝑆 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 360 ∗ 0.12 = 43.2 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠

(19)

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑄𝑅𝑆 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 = ~43 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠

(20)

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡 =

𝐹𝑠
ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡 [𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑐]

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡 =

(21)

360
1
100 ∗ 60

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡 = ~216

(22)

(23)

Using one of the longer QRS complex duration estimates, the filter length would
need to be approximately 43 taps to capture the entire event (when centered on the QRS
complex). Using the fastest typical resting heartbeat of 100 bpm, one heartbeat would
require approximately 216 samples. Because the QRS complex was estimated with the
longest duration, and the heartbeat was estimated with the shortest duration, this is the
worst-case scenario. With these numbers, the filter would be about five times shorter than
the theoretical limit of spanning an entire heartbeat. If the heartbeat were slower, or if the
QRS complex were shorter, the ratio would increase, which would not adversely affect the
filter’s performance.
In Section 5.5 – Upsampled FIR Filter, we propose an FIR filter that is three times
longer than the 43-tap Hilbert transform FIR filter. “Upsampled” means inserting zero-
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valued coefficients in between the non-zero coefficients calculated by the Parks-McClellan
algorithm. This extends the impulse response from 43 to 127 taps. Despite the increased
number of coefficients, the upsampled filter is approximately 1.7 times shorter than a
heartbeat, which is still acceptable.

5.3.2 – Filter Bandwidth
The bandwidth of the filter is a critical specification as it determines the frequencies
at which the filter will behave like a Hilbert transform. The filter is derived from a bandpass
filter, so any frequencies outside the bandwidth will be heavily attenuated. The bandwidth
of all 48 ECG signals was calculated in Section 2.3 – Bandwidth of ECG Signal. The box
and whisker plots for the ten second- and one-minute data are shown again in Figure 55.

Figure 55: Box and Whisker Plot for the 95% Signal Bandwidth Frequencies for All 48
Patients (10-Second and 1-Minute Data)
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The entire bandwidth range is approximately 7.5 to 35 Hz. Fifty percent of the
datasets have a bandwidth between approximately 15 and 25 Hz. The minimum bandwidth
is approximately 7.5 Hz, and the maximum is below 35 Hz. Frequency components below
0.5 Hz consist of noise from respiration, body movements, or poor electrode contact [22].
These frequencies are not critical to the ECG, so the frequency range of interest for an ECG
signal is approximately 1 to 35 Hz.
The Parks-McClellan FIR filter algorithm in MATLAB has a normalized frequency
points input, which has a range of [0, 1], where one corresponds to the Nyquist frequency.
The Nyquist frequency is one half the sampling frequency. For the data used in this thesis,
the Nyquist frequency is 180 Hz. However, to create a Hilbert transform response using
the Parks-McClellan algorithm, the normalized frequency points must satisfy the following
relationship [20].
𝑓𝐻 = 1 − 𝑓𝐿

(24)

Either the lower or upper cutoff frequency can be chosen, but the other one will be
constrained by this relationship. We chose the lower cutoff frequency to be 4 Hz, however,
when using the upsampled FIR filter explained in Section 5.5 – Upsampled FIR Filter, the
cutoff frequency will actually be several times lower. The resulting frequency input
argument to the Parks-McClellan filter algorithm is [4⁄180 , 176⁄180]. Again, the
coefficients are normalized by the Nyquist frequency so after choosing the upper and lower
cutoff frequencies, we divide both by the Nyquist frequency.
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5.4 – FIR Filter Results
In this results section, we will review the impulse response, the magnitude response,
the -3 dB cutoff frequency, and the phase response of the Hilbert transform FIR filter.

Figure 56: Impulse Response for the 43-tap FIR Hilbert Transform Filter
The impulse response has a length of 43 taps, and it mimics the ideal Hilbert
transform impulse response shown in Figure 52. Additionally, the filter length is odd, and
the center coefficient is zero. The filter length must be odd so that the output can align with
the time-delayed ECG signal.

Figure 57: Magnitude Response for 43-tap FIR Hilbert Transform Filter
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The magnitude response resembles a bandpass filter with a bandwidth of 174 Hz.
The -3 dB lower cutoff frequency is observed at 3.032 Hz. In the passband, the ripple has
a peak-to-peak magnitude of 2.214 dB. The average gain in the passband is -0.138 dB.

Figure 58: Phase Response of the 43-tap Hilbert Transform FIR Filter Output and the
22-Step Time-Delayed Input Signal
In Figure 58, the Hilbert transform is plotted on the same axes as the time-delayed
input signal. We used a 34.3 Hz sine wave as an input signal because it is easier to simulate
and work with than the ECG discrete-time data. We also time-delayed the input signal by
22 steps to align the ECG data with the output of the casual Hilbert transform operation.
The time-delay is half the length of the FIR filter (rounded up to the nearest integer). Each
time-delay step is equal to one sampling period. The phase difference between the Hilbert
transform output and the time-delayed sine wave is calculated below:
𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = −18.40202 − (−19.97281) [𝑟𝑎𝑑]

(25)

𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 1.57079 [𝑟𝑎𝑑]

(26)
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𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 1.57079 ∗

180
[𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠]
𝜋

𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 90.000°

(27)
(28)

The 90-degree phase difference is the exact desired output from the Hilbert transform. This
phase difference is constant across the entire passband frequency range.

5.5 – Upsampled FIR Filter
Upsampling is the process of adding additional zero-valued coefficients into the
impulse response to stretch out the impulse response. Expanding the time-domain response
has the inverse effect in the frequency domain, it creates frequency compression. We used
this concept to create a band-stop notch filter at 60 Hz to attenuate the 60 Hz AC power
noise. This is important because 60 Hz noise is almost always present in any system that is
near AC powered equipment. The MIT-BIH database used battery powered recorders but
found that during the playback of their tapes 60 Hz noise was introduced. Creating a notch
at 60 Hz is beneficial because it removes a significant amount of the 60 Hz noise and the
notch is above the typical ECG signal bandwidth, so it does not affect the signal of interest.
Another advantage of upsampling is that it lowers the lower cutoff frequency from 3.032
Hz to 1.011 Hz. By compressing the frequency response, the roll-off at the edges of the
passband becomes steeper, pushing the lower cutoff frequency slightly lower than the 43tap Hilbert transform cutoff frequency. These characteristics will be shown in the next
sections.
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Figure 59: Impulse Response for the Upsampled 127-tap FIR Hilbert Transform Filter
The impulse response has the same non-zero coefficients as the one shown in Figure
56, but it now has two additional zero-valued coefficients in between all of the original
coefficients. The length has increased from 43 taps to 127 taps. Zero-valued coefficients
were not added after the last coefficient (as they would have no effect) which is why the
length has increased by 3𝑁 − 2, where N is the original filter length of 43 taps.

Figure 60: Closer View of the Impulse Response for the Upsampled 127-tap FIR Hilbert
Transform Filter (Coefficients 46-82)
Figure 60 shows a closer view of the impulse response, displaying coefficients 46-82 out
of the 127 total coefficients. However, while it appears that there are four zero-valued
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coefficients after each non-zero coefficient, this is not the case. Figure 61 has red circles
pointing out the non-zero coefficients.

Figure 61: Very Close View of the Impulse Response for the Upsampled 127-tap Hilbert
Transform FIR Filter (Coefficients 67-78)
Coefficient 70 has a magnitude of 2.406 ∗ 10−7 , and coefficient 76 has a magnitude of
1.000 ∗ 10−5 . Aside from the additional zero-valued coefficients, the pattern of the
coefficient magnitudes is no different from the one found in the 43-tap Hilbert transform
filter impulse response. We chose to add two zero-valued coefficients after each existing
coefficient so that we could place the notch at 60 Hz. This will be discussed further in the
next section.
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5.6 – Upsampled FIR Filter Results
The magnitude response is similar to the one shown in Figure 57, however now
there are three copies of the bandpass magnitude response, compressed into the 0-180 Hz
range.

Figure 62: Magnitude Response of the Original (43-tap) and Upsampled (127-tap)
Hilbert Transform FIR Filters
Upsampling, which increased the impulse response length, compressed the frequency
response. We chose to add two samples after each coefficient, making the new filter
approximately three times longer than the original Hilbert transform filter. This created
three copies of the bandpass magnitude response, because it is now three times shorter in
the frequency domain. Because 180 Hz divided by three is 60 Hz, the edges of the first two
passband regions meet at 60 Hz, creating a sharp roll-off which produces the notch filter
effect. The pattern continues which produces another notch at 120 Hz, however, as this is
above the ECG signal’s bandwidth of interest, it does not matter. Additionally, there is no
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change in the magnitude, so the peak-to-peak ripple of the upsampled 127-tap filter is
identical to that of the original 43-tap Hilbert transform filter.

Figure 63: Output Magnitudes of the Upsampled 127-tap Hilbert Transform FIR Filter
with Sine Wave Input at 34.9 Hz (left) and 60 Hz (right)
The plots in Figure 63 show both the time-delayed sine wave input signal and the 127-tap
Hilbert transform filter output. Again, a sine wave input signal is used to test the attenuation
and phase because it is easier to work with and implement for testing the filter’s
performance. On the left, the input sine wave is tuned to 34.3 Hz, which is in the passband
of the magnitude response (and at the center of the magnitude ripple). On the right, the
input sine wave is tuned to 60 Hz, which is one of the stopband notch frequencies. The
maximum signal amplitudes are measured with both sine wave inputs to calculate the signal
attenuation at 60 Hz.
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0.00558569
) = −45.112 𝑑𝐵
20 ∗ log (
1.00623

(29)

The experimental attenuation is -45.112 dB. The expected attenuation is -45.042 dB,
according to the magnitude response in Figure 62. This confirms that the upsampled filter
attenuates 60 Hz frequencies.

Figure 64: -3 dB Lower Cutoff Frequency (-3 dB) of the Original (43-tap) and
Upsampled (127-tap) Hilbert Transform FIR Filter
Figure 64 shows the magnitude response for the original 43-tap Hilbert transform
filter and the upsampled 127-tap Hilbert transform filter. The lower cutoff frequency, found
at -3 dB magnitude, is the measured for both signals. For the original Hilbert transform
filter, the expected lower cutoff is 4 Hz, based on the frequency argument used in the ParksMcClellan algorithm mentioned previously. The measured cutoff frequency is 3.032 Hz.
For the upsampled Hilbert transform filter, the lower cutoff frequency is expected to be
three times lower due to the frequency compression. The measured cutoff frequency is
1.011 Hz, which is approximately three times lower than the original Hilbert transform
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filter’s cutoff frequency. This is an advantage of the upsampled filter because it allows for
lower cutoff frequencies, without lowering the frequency input into the Parks-McClellan
algorithm. The Parks-McClellan algorithm uses several filter parameters to create the filter
design which is why it is beneficial to not use very extreme values. Upsampling achieves
a more extreme bandwidth without using input values to the algorithm that are as extreme
during the design stage. A tradeoff with upsampling is that the magnitude response is
repeated three times. However, this occurs above our ECG signal bandwidth, so it does not
affect the ECG signal. Additionally, by choosing the amount of upsampling, we were able
to attenuate 60 Hz noise by creating a notch filter at the frequency where two adjacent
magnitude responses meet.

Figure 65: Phase Response of the Original (43-tap) and Upsampled (127-tap) Hilbert
Transform FIR Filter and the 22-Step and 64-Step Time-Delayed Input Signals
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In Figure 65, both the original and the upsampled Hilbert transform output signals
and respective sine input signals are shown. Note, Figure 65 has phase units in radians so
a phase difference of 1.57 radians is equal to 90 degrees. The original 43-tap Hilbert
transform has a 90-degree phase shift relative to its time-delayed input signal. This phase
shift is constant across the entire bandwidth. The upsampled 127-tap Hilbert transform has
a constant 90-degree phase shift in the 0-60 Hz range. After 60 Hz, the upsampled Hilbert
transform filter experiences a discontinuity before continuing. At each discontinuity, the
phase is shifted by another 180 degrees. However, the phase discontinuities at 60 Hz and
120 Hz do not matter as they are well above the ECG signal’s bandwidth.
While the upsampled signals are at a different slope than the original Hilbert
transform signals, it is not an issue as these signals are linear and are separated by a constant
phase in the 0-60 Hz range. The upsampled filter output is just a time-expanded, frequencycompressed Hilbert transform. The frequency-compression causes the sharper negative
slope in the phase of both the sine wave and Hilbert transform output wave. The most
important fact is that the phase difference is a constant 90 degrees for these two signals,
which creates the transformation required to produce Cardioid plots.
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5.7 – Final Filter Tuning
5.7.1 – Using Exact Coefficients
In this section, we will review two variations for the final filter parameters: using
exact coefficients and using rounded coefficients. Ignoring the extra samples added from
upsampling, every other coefficient in the original 43-tap Hilbert transform impulse
response is very close to zero. Many of these almost zero-valued coefficients have
magnitudes of 5E-6. To reduce the computational resources required to calculate the
Hilbert transform output signal, we tested rounding these almost zero-valued coefficients
to zero. This would effectively halve the number of calculations required, as half of the
coefficients are now zero, making it much easier to compute. We will review the filter
performance with exact coefficient values and in the next section we will review the
performance with the rounded coefficient values.

Figure 66: Magnitude and Phase Responses for the Upsampled 127-tap Hilbert
Transform FIR Filter (Exact Coefficients)
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The magnitude and phase responses for upsampled 127-tap Hilbert transform filter
are plotted together on a 180 Hz frequency range. The lower cutoff frequency at -3 dB is
1.010 Hz. The peak-to-peak ripple is 2.216 dB and the gain at the middle of the passband
is -0.140 dB. The peak-to-peak ripple has increased by 0.002 dB compared to the original
43-tap Hilbert transform filter and the gain has decreased by 0.002 dB.

Figure 67: Phase Response of the Upsampled 127-tap Hilbert Transform FIR Filter
(Exact Coefficients) and the 64-Step Time-Delayed Input Signal
The phase difference between the time-delayed sine wave and the Hilbert
transform output is 90.000 degrees. The discontinuities are visible at 60 and 120 Hz
however, they do not affect the ECG signal as it has a bandwidth of around 35 Hz.
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Figure 68: Output Magnitudes of the Upsampled 127-tap Hilbert Transform FIR Filter
with Sine Wave Input at 34.9 Hz (left) and 60 Hz (right) (Exact Coefficients)
The attenuation at the notch frequency is -45.112 dB, which is nearly identical to
the expected attenuation based on the magnitude response plot. In the next section, we will
review the same performance metrics for the filter that uses rounded coefficients for the
near-zero-valued coefficients.
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5.7.2 – Using Rounded Coefficients
The use of zero-values coefficients is beneficial because it halves the number of
complex calculations required calculate the Hilbert transform output. In this section, we
will show that the near-zero-valued coefficients have almost no effect on the filter
performance when compared to the filter that uses the original, exact coefficient values.

Figure 69: Magnitude and Phase Responses for the Upsampled 127-tap Hilbert
Transform FIR Filter (Rounded Coefficients)
The magnitude and phase responses of the upsampled 127-tap Hilbert transform
filter are again plotted on a 180 Hz frequency range. The -3 dB point is at 1.010 Hz, which
is unchanged when using three-decimal points of precision. The peak-to-peak ripple is
2.215 dB, which is 0.001 dB smaller than the filter with exact coefficients. Finally, the gain
in the passband is -0.138 dB, which is a difference of 0.002 dB compared to the filter with
exact coefficients. While there are very slight differences in these performance numbers,
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they do not produce any noticeable effect on the shape of the plots or the performance of
the system as a whole.

Figure 70: Phase Response of the Upsampled 127-tap Hilbert Transform FIR Filter
(Rounded Coefficients) and the 64-Step Time-Delayed Input Signal
The phase difference between signals is 90.000 degrees, which is no different than
the filter with exact coefficients when rounded to three decimal places.
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Figure 71: Output Magnitudes of the Upsampled 127-tap Hilbert Transform FIR Filter
with Sine Wave Input at 34.9 Hz (left) and 60 Hz (right) (Rounded Coefficients)
The attenuation at the notch frequency is -45.111 dB, which is a difference of 0.001
dB compared to the filter with exact coefficients. The Hilbert transform can therefore be
created with zero-valued coefficients substituted for the near-zero-valued coefficients.
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Chapter 6 – RESULTS
6.1 – Introduction
We used several techniques to analyze the results for this thesis. The first technique
is a visual inspection of the Cardioid plots. The derivative methods are plotted on the left
side of the following figures, and the Hilbert transform methods are plotted on the right
side. Both the Two-Point and Three-Point derivative methods are shown. The Three-Point
FIR Derivative is not shown as it had identical results to the other Three-Point Derivative
technique. For the Hilbert transform, the original 43-tap filter coefficients are denoted by
“Hilbert FIR” filter and the upsampled 127-tap filter coefficients are denoted by “Hilbert
FIR Exp” (Exp stands for “expanded” referring to the expanded number of coefficients in
the filter).
Note, in all of the following Cardioid figures (except patient #107), all derivative
plots have the same x- and y-axes scaling, and all Hilbert transform plots have the same xand y-axes scaling. This makes it easier to distinguish the trends among the various
patients. The derivative and Hilbert methods do not share identical y-axis scaling. This is
because the derivative method, which uses units of millivolts per sampling period (where
Ts is 2.778 ms), has a very different range of values compared to the Hilbert transform,
which uses units of millivolts. However, as suggested in the introduction chapter, scaling
the derivative (by changing the y-axis plot scale) opens up the Cardioid and makes it look
more similar to the Hilbert transform plots. This is not a perfect fix, and we will discuss it
further in the AC RMS results section.
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Finally, the in the last results section, we will analyze the relationship between xand y-axis signal magnitude. We will do this by comparing the AC RMS value of the ECG
signal, the derivative signal, and the Hilbert transform signal. The relationship between
these RMS values is important because a more linear relationship will give more circular
Cardioid plots.

6.2 – Cardioid Plot Results

Figure 72: Low Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
In this first Cardioid plot, the derivative Cardioids on the left are similar in size to
the Hilbert transform Cardioids on the right. As discussed in the introduction, this is
because the derivative methods are using a much smaller scale on the y-axis to account for
the much smaller range of their values. The derivative methods use units of millivolts per
sampling period, which results in smaller numbers. However, even after the derivative has
been effectively scaled up to the Hilbert transform, the Cardioid shape is not as circular.
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The Hilbert transform methods produce very circular, smooth shapes while the derivative
methods have jagged edges, which come from the amplification of high frequency noise.

Figure 73: Low Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
This is the only patient dataset that required a larger scale on both axes for both
plots in the figure. While both sets of Cardioids are of similar size, the Hilbert transform
Cardioids are much more circular and open. They preserve features better, as seen by the
open circles inside the main Cardioid. Additionally, they are much smoother and have less
high frequency noise.

Figure 74: Low Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
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The Hilbert transform Cardioid plots preserve features and have a more open shape
to them, whereas the derivative Cardioid plots are not as open and round. The derivative
Cardioids could be scaled slightly larger to match the Hilbert plots here, but this would not
fix the roundness of the plots.

Figure 75: Low Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
A very distinct difference in these Cardioids is how each one handles the dense
region of data points near 0V on the x-axis. The derivative Cardioids produce a dense
region of points whereas the Hilbert Cardioids produce a small region of data points
adjacent to an open circle. This open circle is evidence that the Hilbert transform method
preserves the features better than the derivative method. The open circle is more
representative of the event than the dense region of points. The takeaway is that the Hilbert
transform is more capable of handling data points that have little variation between them.
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Figure 76: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
This dataset is a great example at how much more circular the Hilbert Cardioids
(right) are than the derivative Cardioids (left). With all Cardioids having similar overall
magnitudes, the Hilbert Cardioids are more symmetrical in both the large circle as well as
the smaller inner circle.

Figure 77: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
Once again, even with similar sizes, the Hilbert Cardioids plot produce a more
circular shape compared to the derivative Cardioids.
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Figure 78: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
This dataset shows what happens when a stary heartbeat deviates from the normal
pattern. The Hilbert Cardioids do a good job at plotting this stray heartbeat circular, but the
derivative Cardioids have jagged edges, creating a distorted shape. Additionally, there is
not much difference between the two Hilbert Cardioids, meaning that the upsampled 127tap Hilbert transform filter is performing just as well as the original 43-tap Hilbert
transform filter.

Figure 79: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
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The derivative Cardioids are fairly circular using this dataset. However, the dense
region of data points on the left side of the Cardioids are represented poorly in the
derivative Cardioids. The Hilbert transform Cardioids are able to handle these data points
and plot a more accurate, feature-preserving, open shape.

Figure 80: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
The derivative Cardioids are very similar to the Hilbert Cardioids with this dataset.
However, the Hilbert Cardioids are still slightly rounder and more symmetrical.
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Figure 81: High Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
The Hilbert Cardioids are noticeably more circular and consistent in this dataset.
The Hilbert Cardioids also have good symmetry compared to the derivative Cardioids. The
derivative Cardioids are more compressed in these high frequency datasets, creating an
elongated, elliptical shape.

Figure 82: High Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
Again, the Hilbert Cardioids produce more circular plots that are smoother, more
consistent, and more symmetrical than the derivative Cardioids.
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Figure 83: High Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
The Hilbert Cardioids are almost identical between the upsampled and nonupsampled filters. There is good symmetry in these Hilbert Cardioid plots, while the
derivative Cardioids are more elliptical.

Figure 84: High Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
A noticeable difference between the two sets of Cardioids is the fact that the Hilbert
Cardioid lines are much closer together. In contrast, the derivative Cardioids have more
space between lines, indicating more noise in the measurement.
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Figure 85: Other Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
While this dataset produces very unusual Cardioids, the Hilbert Cardioids are still
slightly better as they produce more open circles on the right side of the plot. Additionally,
fewer data points are in the dense region, compared to the derivative Cardioids where the
dense region contains many more data points. This means that the features are better
preserved using the Hilbert transform method.

Figure 86: Other Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
The derivative Cardioids are very jagged and noisy, despite the low bandwidth of
this dataset. In contrast, the Hilbert Cardioids are much smoother and more circular.
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6.3 – AC RMS of Y-Axis
The next analysis technique we used is the calculation of the AC root-mean-square
(RMS) value of each dataset with all five signals: original ECG, Two-Point Derivative
ECG, Three-Point Derivative ECG, 43-tap Hilbert transform ECG, upsampled 127-tap
Hilbert Transform ECG. The RMS, also known as the quadratic mean, is a method of
finding the average value for signals that are both positive and negative. It works by
summing the square of every data point, taking the average of the values, and then taking
the square root of that number. However, the original ECG signal has a DC offset. To
account for this, the DC offset is calculated by averaging all data points in the ECG signal.
The DC offset is then subtracted from every data point when calculating the RMS value of
the signal. This produces the AC RMS voltage of the signal, which allows it to be compared
to the transformed signals.
The RMS formula is shown below. It is simply the square root of the mean of the
squared data points, just as the name implies.

𝑥𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √

𝑥12 + 𝑥22 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑁2
𝑁

(30)

The DC offset calculation is shown below. It is the average of the ECG signal. The
RMS is not calculated here because the signal can be either positive or negative, so a simple
averaging is all that is needed.

𝐷𝐶 𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 =

𝑥1 + 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑁
𝑁

(31)
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Figure 87: AC RMS Signal Comparison Across All Methods for Patient #100,
10-Second Data
The bar chart in Figure 87 shows the AC RMS voltage for the ECG signal and the
transformed signals. The derivative signals have units of millivolts per sampling period
and the other signals have units of millivolts. While the derivative signals could be scaled
up to the magnitude of the other signals, this is inconvenient, especially when the Hilbert
transform signals naturally output a signal with the desired millivolts unit. Section 6.4 –
AC RMS Linearity will show why scaling is a poor choice compared to the Hilbert
transform methods.
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Figure 88: Low Frequency Bandwidth AC RMS Signal Comparison Across All Methods,
10-Second Data
The low frequency datasets consistently show that the expanded 127-tap Hilbert
transform signal produces the closest signal magnitude out of the four methods.
Additionally, the data from patient #107 has a much larger RMS value than the other
datasets which why it required unique scaling for its Cardioid plot in the previous sections.
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Figure 89: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth AC RMS Signal Comparison Across All
Methods, 10-Second Data
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The moderate frequency bandwidth datasets show the same trend; the expanded
127-tap Hilbert transform has the closest signal magnitude to the original ECG signal. This
is why the Hilbert method Cardioid plots look very circular without any extra scaling. They
already have very similar ranges to the input data so they can be plotted on x- and y-axes
with the same scale.
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Figure 90: High Frequency Bandwidth AC RMS Signal Comparison Across All Methods,
10-Second Data
The high frequency datasets have a similar trend, except data from patient #100 has
identical RMS magnitude between both Hilbert transform methods. In the following
section, we will explain why the derivative method is a poor choice, even if the data is
scaled up to the RMS levels of the original ECG data and the Hilbert transformed data.
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6.4 – AC RMS Linearity
In this section, we will analyze the spread of the RMS values for each patient for
each of the four methods against the RMS value of the original ECG data. All plots use the
10-second data from 47 out of the 48 patients in the database. Data from patient #107 is an
outlier so it was left out of the plots, but it was still included in the trend line and correlation
coefficient calculations.

Figure 91: AC RMS Signals: ECG vs Transformed ECG Scatter Plot for All Methods
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Figure 91 is a scatter plot of the transformed ECG signal RMS values (y-axis)
against the original ECG RMS values (x-axis). The Hilbert transform methods in purple
and yellow have very similar RMS values to the RMS values of the ECG signal for each
dataset, which is why the Hilbert transform data clusters have a slope of approximately
one. The derivative methods produce RMS values much smaller than the ECG signal, so
their slope is much smaller. However, the derivative signals could be multiplied by a
scaling factor, which would increase their RMS value. In the next plot and explanation, we
will show why this is not as accurate as the Hilbert transform method.

Figure 92: AC RMS Signals: ECG vs Derivative ECG Scatter Plot with Linear Trend
Lines and Correlation Coefficient R-Scores
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Figure 92 shows only the derivative method scatter plots points. The trend lines are
included to show the general slope of the scatter plot data points. Note, the y-axis scale has
been severely reduced from the previous plot to show the derivative clusters at a slope that
is similar to the Hilbert transform scatter plot points. This simulates how the derivative
data can be scaled to match the ECG data in magnitude. The “r” value in the top-left corner
is the correlation coefficient for the two clusters. The correlation coefficient measures the
degree to which the two signals (ECG and derivative of ECG) form a linear relationship.
A linear relationship is desired because it allows a simple scaling factor to be applied to
the derivative data to match the desired RMS value. However, the r-score for the TwoPoint derivative method is 0.6532, and the r-score for the Three-Point derivative method is
0.6600. These methods have a moderate, positive correlation between the ECG data’s RMS
value and the derivative ECG data’s RMS value. This r-score also explains the spread of
data about the trend lines. Data that has a near-linear relationship would have an r-score
approaching 1.0 and the data points would be on the trend line. However, the data in Figure
92 is quite spread out from the trend lines, indicating that the relationship is not very linear.
This is problematic because if a scale factor is applied to correct for the RMS value of the
derivative data, it would affect the various patient data differently. This introduces error
into the data and is the major issue with using the derivative method.
Note, the correlation coefficient is not related to the slope of the trend line. The
derivative method is not a poor choice because it has a small slope (shown in Figure 91).
It is a poor method because the correlation coefficient is low, meaning that the scatter plot
data points do not closely follow the linear trend line (shown in Figure 92).
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Figure 93: AC RMS Signals: ECG vs Hilbert ECG Scatter Plot with Linear Trend Lines
and Correlation Coefficient R-Scores
Figure 93 shows only the Hilbert transform method scatter plots points. The trend
lines are again included. The x- and y-axes have identical scaling, as the Hilbert transform
naturally has similar RMS values to the original ECG signal. The correlation coefficients
are the most important data shown on the plot. The r-score for the 43-tap Hilbert transform
FIR filter method is 0.9680, and the r-score for the upsampled 127-tap Hilbert transform
FIR filter method is 0.9943. These correlation coefficients are major improvements over
those of the derivative methods from Figure 92. These correlation coefficients show that
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the Hilbert transform method RMS values provide a near-linear relationship with the
original ECG data RMS values. Furthermore, the upsampled 127-tap filter has a slightly
better linear relationship than the original 43-tap Hilbert transform filter, as its correlation
coefficient is closer to 1.0.

Figure 94: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
The derivative and Hilbert Cardioid plots are very similar in the apparent magnitude
in Figure 94 (due to the scaling of the y-axis for the derivative Cardioids). However, the
Hilbert Cardioid shows a more circular plot, both on the right side of the plot where most
of the heartbeats are plotted and on the left side where a stray heartbeat is plotted. The
Hilbert Cardioid is more circular than the derivative Cardioid because the RMS of the
Hilbert transform datasets has a near-linear relationship with the RMS of the ECG signal
datasets. This allows the “aspect ratio” of the Hilbert Cardioid to be 1:1, which creates a
very symmetrical, circular Cardioid. The derivative method RMS values do not have a very
good linear relationship with the ECG signal RMS values. Even when the derivative
Cardioid is scaled in the y-axis direction, the Cardioid is still less circular than the Hilbert
Cardioid. This is because a single scale factor was used on all the derivative method
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Cardioid plots in the results section. Note, the scale factor was applied by adjusting the yaxis scaling for all derivative Cardioid plots. Due to the poor linear relationship, this scale
factor does not create good results across all the datasets.

Figure 95: Moderate Frequency Bandwidth Cardioid Plots Using All Methods
For example, Figure 95 shows the effects of a single scale factor applied to all derivative
method signals. In this instance, the scale factor was too large, and the y-axis data is
stretched beyond the y-axis data of the Hilbert Cardioid. The low correlation coefficient of
the derivative methods justifies why a single scaling factor does not work for all derivative
Cardioid plots.
The Hilbert transform methods are better than the derivative methods because they
have a near-linear relationship with the original ECG signal. This means that the native
output signals are already in the correct units, with very similar magnitudes to the ECG
signal. This produces very symmetrical, circular Cardioid plots without the need for unique
scaling factors for every dataset.
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Chapter 7 – CONCLUSION
7.1 – Introduction
The goal of this thesis was to investigate various methods for plotting an ECG
signal as a Cardioid plot. The two-point derivative method was the most common method,
referenced in many IEEE Xplore database papers. The Hilbert transform method has only
been used in two papers, neither of which focused on producing Cardioid plots. Both papers
also implemented the Hilbert transform with a computationally expensive process. In this
thesis, we introduced the use of a three-point derivative method, a Hilbert transform FIR
filter method, and an upsampled Hilbert transform FIR filter method.
The ECG signals were first analyzed to determine the signal characteristics. This
information was then used to create a Hilbert transform from an FIR filter. Parameters such
as the length, bandwidth, and rounding of coefficients were tested until two final Hilbert
transform filters were created. The original Hilbert transform filter had a length of 43 taps
and the upsampled Hilbert transform filter had a length of 127 taps. We found that rounding
the near-zero coefficients to zero had almost no effect on the filter and can be used to reduce
the complexity of the calculations.
Cardioid plots showed that visually, the Hilbert transform Cardioids were
consistently more circular and more symmetrical than the derivative method Cardioids.
Hilbert transform Cardioids also preserved features more accurately, especially when those
features had low amplitude in the time-domain ECG signals. The calculation of RMS
voltage for each dataset showed that the Hilbert transform had a much more linear
relationship with the original ECG data, while the derivative method had a moderately
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linear relationship with the original ECG data. The more linear relationship of the Hilbert
transform method produced Cardioids with close to 1:1 aspect ratio, meaning that there
was little magnitude distortion on either the x- or y-axis data when using Hilbert transform
methods.

7.2 – Summary of Findings
In this thesis, we have shown that the Hilbert transform FIR methods create less
signal distortion when plotting Cardioid plots compared to the derivative methods. When
plotted on equally scaled x- and y-axes, the Hilbert transform methods do not require a
scaling factor to match the RMS value of the original ECG signal, while the derivative
methods need unique scaling factors for each patient’s data. More importantly, the Hilbert
transform methods have a near-linear relationship between the RMS values of the Hilbert
transform ECG data and the original ECG data. This is important because it creates very
symmetrical, circular Cardioid plots that have near 1:1 aspect ratio. The derivative methods
have a moderately linear relationship with the RMS of the original ECG data. Using the
derivative signals creates distorted Cardioid plots because a scaling factor (which allows
the Cardioid to open up) cannot be applied uniformly to all derivative method ECG signals.
Therefore, the derivative methods, even when using a uniform scaling factor to correct for
the low RMS value of the transformed signal, produce Cardioids with more magnitude
distortion than the Hilbert transform methods.
The upsampled 127-tap Hilbert transform filter actually performed better than the
original 43-tap Hilbert transform filter. It provided a notch filter at 60 Hz, which attenuates
the noise from AC power. Its RMS value also had a more linear relationship with the RMS
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value of the original ECG data, compared to the original Hilbert filter. Both filters had very
similar measurements for passband peak-to-peak ripple and gain. They also both had a
perfect 90-degree phase shift in the frequency range of interest (below 60 Hz). Rounding
of near-zero coefficients to zero ultimately had very little effect on the filter results.
Additionally, with the upsampled 127-tap filter using the same 22 nonzero coefficients as
the 43-tap filter, the upsampled filter does not require more multipliers to implement it.

7.3 – Future Work
7.3.1 – Parametric Area
Cardioid plots are composed of two parametric equations. These equations, the
ECG, and the transform of the ECG, are functions of an independent variable, the sample
number. Just as sine and cosine are parametric equations that form the unit circle, the ECG
and the transformed ECG signals are parametric equations that form the Cardioid plots.
Therefore, an alternative to the polygon area formula is proposed to calculate the area of a
Cardioid using the parametric area equation. Equation (32) is the generic equation for area
under a parametric curve.
𝑏

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = ∫ 𝑦 𝑑𝑥

(32)

𝑎
𝑏

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = ∫ 𝑦[𝑛] 𝑥 ′ [𝑛] 𝑑𝑛

(33)

𝑎

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑦[𝑛] = 𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡 𝐸𝐶𝐺 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝑥[𝑛] = 𝐸𝐶𝐺 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙
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𝑥 ′ [𝑛] = 𝐸𝐶𝐺 𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝑏

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = ∫ 𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡 𝐸𝐶𝐺[𝑛] 𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐸𝐶𝐺[𝑛] 𝑑𝑛

(34)

𝑎

The parametric area equation uses the y-axis signal (Hilbert ECG) and the
derivative of the x-axis signal (original ECG). Both of these signals are obtained in this
thesis which makes it possible to calculate the area. The limits of the definite integral are
the start and end points of the discrete-time data. Additionally, as shown in a previous
paper, the heartbeat area on a Cardioid plot should be performed beat by beat so that each
beat can be analyzed [8]. To implement this area calculation, one would need to separate
the time-domain ECG signal into individual heartbeats. This could be done by using the
derivative of the ECG signal. Because the QRS complex is often the largest spike in the
heartbeat, a derivative can be used to check for when the ECG signal has a slope of zero.

Figure 96: ECG Tine-Domain Signal Drawing with the QRS Complex Labeled [17]
However, the ECG signal has a slope of zero at several places during each heartbeat so a
threshold could be used to only check for a local maximum (where zero slope occurs) when
the ECG signal is above a certain magnitude.
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7.3.2 – Image Processing Techniques
We also propose two image processing techniques, both of which are partially
investigated in this thesis. Both methods require converting the data from arrays to image
matrices. While some initial findings will be discussed, the results were overall
inconclusive which is why further research is proposed on the subject.
The Pixel Area method was designed to measure the repetitiveness of a signal. One
of the intended metrics for comparing derivative and Hilbert transform methods was to
identify which method added the least amount of noise in the process of creating a Cardioid
plot. If the same dataset could produce an erratic plot with one method, and a smoother
plot with another, one explanation might be that one method introduces more noise by
nature of its transformation. Instead of using the MATLAB plotting function, the data
should be quantized and plotted in a matrix with fixed resolution. This allows the data to
be converted back to the original 11-bit levels at which it was recorded. The Pixel Area
method involves counting the number of unique signal pixels and dividing by the total pixel
area of the matrix.

Figure 97: Pixel Area Concept, Consistent Signal (left) and Erratic Signal (right)
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In Figure 97, this concept is shown with an example matrix. Both plots were created
using 200 data points in a rough circular shape. However, the plot on the left has 158
distinct pixels while the plot on the right has 185 distinct pixels. Both plots were created
using 200 data points, meaning that some of the data points were in the exact same pixel
location, leading to a pixel count that is lower than the data point count. The left plot
represents a more repetitive signal with low noise. It has tight lines between each revolution
around the circle, which leads to many data points sharing the same pixel location after
quantization. The right plot represents a more erratic signal with higher noise. Very few
data points share the same pixel location, which results in a less ideal circular plot. This
same concept can be applied to the Cardioid plots. A signal with more noise would “paint”
more unique pixels, leading to a larger signal area percentage while a more consistent
signal with lower noise would “paint” less unique pixels.
However, we implemented this technique and found the results to be
counterintuitive. The derivative method consistently had smaller area percentages than the
Hilbert transform methods. We assume this is because the derivative method signals have
much smaller RMS values, meaning they are more compressed in the y-axis direction. As
a result, the derivative Cardioid data points may be closer together, leading to fewer unique
pixels. A potential solution could be to scale the derivative data to match the RMS value
of the original ECG data (but a unique scaling factor would be required for every dataset).
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Another image processing technique that we investigated was morphological
filtering, which can be used in conjunction with the Pixel Area technique. This is the
process of using dilation and erosion of the signal’s size and shape to connect neighboring
pixels. To dilate an image, a structuring element (typically a 3x3 neighborhood) is placed
at every pixel location. If the structure element “hits” a target pixel (such as a “1” in a
binary image), the structuring element fills in the neighboring pixels with the target value.
This connects nearby pixels and closes small holes in objects.

Figure 98: Morphological Filtering Dilation Example [23]
However, dilating an image increases the size of the objects. To combat this, the next
process, erosion, is used. Erosion is the opposite of dilation as it reduces the size of objects
in an image. A structuring element is again moved to every pixel location and if it is not
completely filled with target pixels, it overwrites the pixels covered by the neighborhood
with the non-target value. This causes edges to recede, and small objects may even
disappear.
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Figure 99: Morphological Filtering Erosion Example [23]
In this thesis, we attempted to use morphological filtering to assist the Pixel Area
technique. We thought that the Pixel Area technique might be giving incorrect results
because the image had very high resolution. This meant that it was almost impossible for
data points to overlap on the same pixel. The high resolution was possibly hurting more
than it was helping to prove the consistency of the signals.

Figure 100: Patient 100, 10-Second Data, Dilated and Eroded with 3x3 Octagon
Structuring Element, Two-Point Derivative Method (left) and Hilbert Transform
Method (right)
Figure 100 shows an attempt at morphological filtering. It is the final image after dilating
and eroding with an octagon-shaped 3x3 structuring element. However, while both
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Cardioids increased in area after the morphological filtering, the Hilbert Cardioid still had
a larger signal area. This is counterintuitive because results in Section 6.2 – Cardioid Plot
Results, show that the Hilbert Cardioids have more consistent signal paths. We suspect
that, because the derivative Cardioid is much flatter due to the signal RMS mismatch with
the original ECG signal, the derivative Cardioid occupies less space, resulting in a lower
pixel area.
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Chapter 9 – APPENDIX
9.1 – MATLAB Code
9.1.1 – Introduction
All data manipulation was performed in MATLAB using version R2020b with the
Signal Processing Toolbox, the Image Processing Toolbox, and the DSP System Toolbox.
MATLAB was chosen for its ability to work with large matrices of data and for its
extensive documentation and online support. Additionally, MATLAB has many built-in
functions which were very useful for performing the data analysis.

9.1.2 – RoundSpecial Function
% function takes in float and rounds to nearest 0.005
function result = roundSpecial(input_num)
result = (round(input_num/0.005))*0.005;
end
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9.1.3 – Full Code
%% Setup/Initialization
clc;
clear;
close all;
format long;
M = 234;
N = 2;
of datasets)
Fs = 360;
in Hz

% max record number
% 1 --> 10s, 2 --> 1m (time length
% sampling frequency of all datasets

create_matricies_master_EN
= 0;
% enables all matricies
create_deriv_2_matricies
= 1;
% controls running the 2 pt deriv
data in the matrix process
create_deriv_3_FIR_matricies
= 1;
% controls running the 3 pt deriv
data to matrix process
create_hilbert_matricies
= 1;
% controls running the Hilbert data
in the matrix process
create_hilbert_expand_matricies = 1;
% controls running the Hilbert exp
data in the matrix process
pixel_set
= 1;
% pixel color setting, background is
automatically set to opposite
round_zero_coeff
= 1;
% "1" enables rounding of near-zero
coefficients in the Hilbert transfer function
FFT_EN
= 1;
% perform FFT and bandwidth
calculations
% some patients are missing from MIT-BIH database, use this list to check if
patient is valid
valid_patients = [100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 111 112 113 114
115 116 ...
117 118 119 121 122 123 124 200 201 202 203 205 207 208
209 210 ...
212 213 214 215 217 219 220 221 222 223 228 230 231 232
233 234];
% all input cells/variables needed
input_V = cell(M,N);
zeros, row, column
V_deriv_2 = cell(M,N);
zeros
V_deriv_3 = cell(M,N);
zeros
V_deriv_3_FIR = cell(M,N);
filter cell to zeros
fft_calc = cell(M,N);
data
fft_plot = cell(M,N);
data
F = cell(M,N);
input V data

% initialize V signals' cell

to

% initialize V deriv 2 pt cell to
% initialize V deriv 3 pt cell to
% initialize V deriv 3 pt with FIR
% initialize fft_calc for input V
% initialize fft plot for input V
% initialize Frequency cell for
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t = cell(1,N);
% initialize time cell to zeros
V_hilbert = cell(M,N);
% initialize hilbert filter in cell
for input V data
V_delay = cell(M,N);
% initialize delay in cell for input
V data
V_delay_3 = cell(M,N);
% initialize delay for length 3
filter in cell for input V data
RMS_calc = cell(M,N);
% initialize RMS cell for derivative
calc
RMS_FIR = cell(M,N);
% initialize RMS cell for FIR calc
RMS_input_V = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for ECG data RMS
of Y values
RMS_V_deriv_2_scaled = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for 2 pt deriv RMS
of Y values
RMS_V_deriv_3_scaled = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for 3 pt deriv RMS
of Y values
RMS_V_deriv_3_FIR = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for 3 pt deriv RMS
of Y values
RMS_V_hilbert = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for Hilbert RMS of
Y values
RMS_V_hilbert_expand = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for Hilbert exp
RMS of Y values
V_deriv_2_scaled = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for scaled version
of V deriv 2 pt
V_deriv_3_scaled = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for scaled version
of V deriv 3 pt
V_deriv_3_FIR_scaled = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for scaled version
of V deriv 3 pt FIR
PSD = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for PSD
calculations
BW = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for Bandwidth
calculations
DC_offset = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for DC offset of
each pstient
paramertic_area_Hil_Deriv = cell(M,N); % initialize cell for parametric
area calculation for Hilbert/Derivative
paramertic_area_Hil_Exp_Deriv = cell(M,N); % initialize cell for parametric
area calculation for Hilbert Expanded/Derivative
paramertic_area_Hil_Deriv_Deriv = cell(M,N);% initialize cell for parametric
area calculation for Derivative/Derivative
% pixel matrix area variables
V_deriv_2_image = cell(M,N);
pt images
V_deriv_2_image_zoom = cell(M,N);
pt images
V_deriv_2_image_dilate = cell(M,N);
pt images
V_deriv_2_image_erode = cell(M,N);
pt images
V_deriv_3_FIR_image = cell(M,N);
pt FIR images
V_deriv_3_FIR_image_zoom = cell(M,N);
pt FIR images

% initialize cell for derivative 2
% initialize cell for derivative 2
% initialize cell for derivative 2
% initialize cell for derivative 2
% initialize cell for derivative 3
% initialize cell for derivative 3
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V_deriv_3_FIR_image_dilate = cell(M,N); % initialize cell for derivative 3
pt FIR images
V_deriv_3_FIR_image_erode = cell(M,N); % initialize cell for derivative 3
pt FIR images
V_hilbert_image = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for Hilbert FIR
images
V_hilbert_image_zoom = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for Hilbert FIR
images
V_hilbert_image_dilate = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for Hilbert FIR
images
V_hilbert_image_erode = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for Hilbert FIR
images
V_hilbert_expand_image = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for Hilbert FIR
images
V_hilbert_expand_image_zoom = cell(M,N);% initialize cell for Hilbert FIR
images
V_hilbert_expand_image_dilate = cell(M,N);% initialize cell for Hilbert FIR
images
V_hilbert_expand_image_erode = cell(M,N);% initialize cell for Hilbert FIR
images
% Morphological filtering percentage area variables
V_deriv_2_percent = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for storing area
percentage for 2 pt derivative image
V_deriv_2_percent_dilate = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for storing area
percentage for 2 pt derivative image
V_deriv_2_percent_erode = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for storing area
percentage for 2 pt derivative image
V_deriv_3_FIR_percent = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for storing area
percentage for 3 pt FIR derivative image
V_deriv_3_FIR_percent_dilate = cell(M,N);% initialize cell for storing area
percentage for 3 pt FIR derivative image
V_deriv_3_FIR_percent_erode = cell(M,N);% initialize cell for storing area
percentage for 3 pt FIR derivative image
V_hilbert_percent = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for storing area
percentage for Hilbert image
V_hilbert_percent_dilate = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for storing area
percentage for Hilbert image
V_hilbert_percent_erode = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for storing area
percentage for Hilbert image
V_hilbert_expand_percent = cell(M,N);
% initialize cell for storing area
percentage for Hilbert expand image
V_hilbert_expand_percent_dilate = cell(M,N);% initialize cell for storing
area percentage for Hilbert expand image
V_hilbert_expand_percent_erode = cell(M,N);% initialize cell for storing
area percentage for Hilbert expand image

%% Import Databases
% for records 100-234, input matrix from each file
% input each dataset length in each column, place into a cell
disp('Importing patient data')
for index_num = 100:M
% begin at record #100
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
% ignore files outside
known bounds
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for index_type = 1:N
try
% samples_100_1 --> samples_patientNumber_fileLength
current_file = ['..\Patient_Files\samples_'
num2str(index_num) '_',num2str(index_type) '.csv'];
current_data = readmatrix(current_file);
input_V{index_num,index_type} = current_data(:,2); % for
MLII signals, use 3 for V5 signals
catch
fprintf('File ''samples_%d_%d.csv'' not found
\n',(index_num),(index_type));
input_V{index_num,index_type} = 0; % set missing files to
zero in cell
end
end
end
end
% create time array for plotting against discrete-time data
for index_type = 1:N
t{1,index_type} = (0:length(input_V{100,index_type})-1)/Fs;
end

%% Perform Derivative Method Calculated - 2 Points
% perform 2 pt derivative calculation, x[n+1]-x[n]
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
for index_nest = 1:(length(input_V{index_num,index_type})-1)
V_deriv_2{index_num,index_type}(index_nest,1) =
input_V{index_num,index_type}(index_nest+1,1) input_V{index_num,index_type}(index_nest,1);
end
end
end
end

%% Perform Derivative Method Calculated - 3 Points
% perform 3 pt derivative calculation
% not corrected for units at this point, scaling later so that it has mV/Ts
units
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
for index_nest = 2:(length(input_V{index_num,index_type})-1)
% start at 2 bc using previous index value
V_deriv_3{index_num,index_type}(index_nest-1,1) =
((input_V{index_num,index_type}(index_nest,1)input_V{index_num,index_type}(index_nest-1,1))...
+(input_V{index_num,index_type}(index_nest+1,1)input_V{index_num,index_type}(index_nest,1))...
-(input_V{index_num,index_type}(index_nest+1,1)input_V{index_num,index_type}(index_nest-1,1))/2);
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end
end
end
end

%% Perform Derivative Method as FIR Filter - 3 Points
deriv_3_pt_FIR = [0.5 0 -0.5];
% coefficients to implement as FIR
filter
% coefficients are in reverse order based on how Matlab implements filter()
function
% coefficients are 0.5 instead of 1 because of gain correction issue
explained in thesis paper
% fix for units will happen in the scaling section
% apply 3pt FIR filter to data
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,index_type} =
filter(deriv_3_pt_FIR,1,input_V{index_num,index_type});
end
end
end
% time delay the original data by a fixed 2 steps
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
V_delay_3{index_num,index_type} = [zeros(1,1) ;
input_V{index_num,index_type}];
end
end
end

%% Hilbert Transformation - Filter Function
% Hilbert Filter Parameters
L = 43;
% filter length
f_L = 4/180;
% normalized by Nyquist frequency (Fs/2)
f_H = 176/180; % normalized by Nyquist frequency (Fs/2)
hilbert_transf = firpm(L-1,[f_L f_H],[1 1],'hilbert');
% round near-zero coefficients to zero if enabled
if round_zero_coeff == 1
for i = 1:length(hilbert_transf)
if abs(hilbert_transf(i)) < 0.0001
hilbert_transf(i) = 0;
end
end
end
% expand the impulse response by adding two zeros after every coefficients
% 3N-2 coefficients = 3*43 - 2 = 127
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hilbert_transf_expand = [];
for i = 1:length(hilbert_transf)-1 % add the zeros
hilbert_transf_expand(end+1) = hilbert_transf(i);
hilbert_transf_expand(end+1) = 0;
hilbert_transf_expand(end+1) = 0;
end
hilbert_transf_expand(end+1) = hilbert_transf(end); % add the last non-zero
coefficient
% apply the Hilbert and expanded Hilbert filters
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
V_hilbert{index_num,index_type} =
filter(hilbert_transf,1,input_V{index_num,index_type});
V_hilbert_expand{index_num,index_type} =
filter(hilbert_transf_expand,1,input_V{index_num,index_type});
end
end
end

%% Perform Time Delay for Hilbert Filtered Data
% Create delay filter (length set in Hilbert section)
% these filters are used for the fvtool in the plotting section
delay_zeros = floor(L/2);
delay_transf = zeros(1,delay_zeros);
delay_transf(end+1) = 1;

% 21 zeros for 43 length
% add zeros to front of delay filter
% add 1 at the (L/2)+1 term

delay_zeros_expand = floor(length(hilbert_transf_expand)/2);
% 63 zeros
for 127 length
delay_transf_expand = zeros(1,delay_zeros_expand);
delay_transf_expand(end+1) = 1;
% add 1 at the (L/2)+1 term
% create delayed input data arrays by adding zeros in front of the data
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
V_delay{index_num,index_type} = [zeros(delay_zeros,1) ;
input_V{index_num,index_type}];
% delay2 method
V_delay_expand{index_num,index_type} =
[zeros(delay_zeros_expand,1) ; input_V{index_num,index_type}];
% delay2
method
end
end
end

%% Calculate Scale Factors and Scale Necessary Data
% rms of calculated 3 pt derivative
temp_sum1 = 0;
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
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for i = 1:length(V_deriv_3{index_num,index_type})
temp_sum1 =
(temp_sum1+(V_deriv_3{index_num,index_type}(i))^2);
end
temp_sum1 = temp_sum1/(length(V_deriv_3{index_num,index_type}));
% normalize by number of data points
RMS_calc{index_num,index_type} = sqrt(temp_sum1);
temp_sum1 = 0;
end
end
end
% rms of FIR 3 pt derivative
temp_sum2 = 0;
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
for i = 1:length(V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,index_type})
temp_sum2 =
(temp_sum2+(V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,index_type}(i))^2);
end
temp_sum2 =
temp_sum2/(length(V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,index_type}));
RMS_FIR{index_num,index_type} = sqrt(temp_sum2);
temp_sum2 = 0;
end
end
end
% scale the 3 pt derivative data
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
%V_deriv_3_scaled{index_num,index_type} =
(scale_factor{index_num,index_type}*V_deriv_3{index_num,index_type});
V_deriv_3_scaled{index_num,index_type} =
(0.5*V_deriv_3{index_num,index_type});
end
end
end
% scale the 3 pt FIR derivative data
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
V_deriv_3_FIR_scaled{index_num,index_type} =
(0.5*V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,index_type});
% gain has been corrected previously, but need to fix units
issue
% 3 pt deriv needs units of mV/Ts so multiply all data by 0.5
% can now plot on same axes as 2 pt derivative
end
end
end
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% scale the 2 pt derivative data w/ the 3 pt scale factor
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
V_deriv_2_scaled{index_num,index_type} =
(1*V_deriv_2{index_num,index_type});
end
end
end

%% Create image matricies directly from data
% set pixel color based on variable
if pixel_set == 1
color = 1;
else
color = 0;
end
% quantize the data into discrete value and plot in a 2000x2000 matrix
% data will be very small so made need to zoom in on center of matrix to see
it
% Derivative 2 pt calculated
if ((create_deriv_2_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN == 1))
disp('Starting Deriv 2-pt matricies')
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
if pixel_set == 1
% pixel set inverts pixel color and
background
V_deriv_2_image{index_num,index_type} = zeros(2000);
else
V_deriv_2_image{index_num,index_type} = ones(2000);
end
for i = 64:(length(V_deriv_2_scaled{index_num,index_type})63)
% extra +1 for original signal index bc derivative 2 pt
% starts at position 2, so need to line up datasets
x = roundSpecial(input_V{index_num,index_type}(i+1));
% round to 0.005
x = round((x+5)/0.005);
% shift 5mV, divide by step size and round to ensure clean integer
y =
roundSpecial(V_deriv_2_scaled{index_num,index_type}(i));
% round to 0.005
y = round((y+5)/0.005);
% shift 5mV, divide by step size and round to ensure clean integer
V_deriv_2_image{index_num,index_type}(y,x) = color;
V_deriv_2_image_zoom{index_num,index_type} =
V_deriv_2_image{index_num,index_type}(800:1200,800:1200);
end
end
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end
end
end
% Derivative 3 pt FIR
if ((create_deriv_3_FIR_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN ==
1))
disp('Starting Deriv 3-pt FIR matricies')
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
if pixel_set == 1
% pixel set inverts pixel color and
background
V_deriv_3_FIR_image{index_num,index_type} = zeros(2000);
else
V_deriv_3_FIR_image{index_num,index_type} = ones(2000);
end
for i = 64:(length(V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,index_type})-64)
x = roundSpecial(V_delay_3{index_num,index_type}(i));
% round to 0.005
x = round((x+5)/0.005);
% shift 5mV, divide by step size and round to ensure clean integer
y =
roundSpecial(V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,index_type}(i));
% round to 0.005
y = round((y+5)/0.005);
% shift 5mV, divide by step size and round to ensure clean integer
V_deriv_3_FIR_image{index_num,index_type}(y,x) = color;
V_deriv_3_FIR_image_zoom{index_num,index_type} =
V_deriv_3_FIR_image{index_num,index_type}(800:1200,800:1200);
end
end
end
end
end
% Hilbert FIR
if ((create_hilbert_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN == 1))
disp('Starting Hilbert matricies')
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
if pixel_set == 1
% pixel set inverts pixel color and
background
V_hilbert_image{index_num,index_type} = zeros(2000);
else
V_hilbert_image{index_num,index_type} = ones(2000);
end
for i = 22:(length(V_hilbert{index_num,index_type})-128+22)
x = roundSpecial(V_delay{index_num,index_type}(i));
% round to 0.005
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x = round((x+5)/0.005);
% shift 5mV, divide by step size and round to ensure clean integer
y = roundSpecial(V_hilbert{index_num,index_type}(i));
% round to 0.005
y = round((y+5)/0.005);
% shift 5mV, divide by step size and round to ensure clean integer
V_hilbert_image{index_num,index_type}(y,x) = color;
V_hilbert_image_zoom{index_num,index_type} =
V_hilbert_image{index_num,index_type}(800:1200,800:1200);
end
end
end
end
end
% Hilbert Expanded FIR
if ((create_hilbert_expand_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN ==
1))
disp('Starting Hilbert expanded matricies')
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
if pixel_set == 1
% pixel set inverts pixel color and
background
V_hilbert_expand_image{index_num,index_type} =
zeros(2000);
else
V_hilbert_expand_image{index_num,index_type} =
ones(2000);
end
for i = 64:(length(V_hilbert_expand{index_num,index_type})128+64)
x =
roundSpecial(V_delay_expand{index_num,index_type}(i)); % round to 0.005
x = round((x+5)/0.005);
% shift 5mV, divide by step size and round to ensure clean integer
y =
roundSpecial(V_hilbert_expand{index_num,index_type}(i));% round to 0.005
y = round((y+5)/0.005);
% shift 5mV, divide by step size and round to ensure clean integer
V_hilbert_expand_image{index_num,index_type}(y,x) =
color;
V_hilbert_expand_image_zoom{index_num,index_type} =
V_hilbert_expand_image{index_num,index_type}(800:1200,800:1200);
end
end
end
end
end
%{
% short example of data to matrix image conversion
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% step size of (10mV/(2^11)) = 0.00488 but data is rounded to 0.005 so using
quantized range of 0 - 2000
matrix_deriv3_FIR_100_1 = zeros(2000);
for i = 1:length(V_deriv_3_FIR{100,1})
0.005, use roundSpecial
x = round((V_delay_3{100,1}(i)+5)/0.005);
clean intger
y = round((V_deriv_3_FIR{100,1}(i)+5)/0.005);
clean intger
matrix_deriv3_FIR_100_1(y,x) = 1;
end
%}

% does not round data to
% extra round ensures
% extra round ensures

% roundSpecial custom function:
% function takes in float and rounds to nearest 0.005
%function result = roundSpecial(input_num)
%
result = (round(input_num/0.005))*0.005;
%end

%% Calculate percent coverage
% calculate the pixels covered divided by the total pixels in the matrix
disp('Calculating percent coverage')
% 2 pt derivative calculated
if ((create_deriv_2_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN == 1))
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
pixel_cnt = sum(V_deriv_2_image{index_num,index_type}(:) ==
color);
V_deriv_2_percent{index_num,index_type} =
(pixel_cnt/(2000^2));
end
end
end
end
% 3 pt derivative FIR
if ((create_deriv_3_FIR_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN ==
1))
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
pixel_cnt = sum(V_deriv_3_FIR_image{index_num,index_type}(:)
== color);
V_deriv_3_FIR_percent{index_num,index_type} =
(pixel_cnt/(2000^2));
end
end
end
end
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% Hilbert FIR
if ((create_hilbert_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN == 1))
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
pixel_cnt = sum(V_hilbert_image{index_num,index_type}(:) ==
color);
V_hilbert_percent{index_num,index_type} =
(pixel_cnt/(2000^2));
end
end
end
end
% Hilbert Expanded FIR
if ((create_hilbert_expand_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN ==
1))
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
pixel_cnt =
sum(V_hilbert_expand_image{index_num,index_type}(:) == color);
V_hilbert_expand_percent{index_num,index_type} =
(pixel_cnt/(2000^2));
end
end
end
end

%% Calculate RMS of Y-axis data for each method
% straight average the incoming ECG to find the average (DC offset)
% subtract it from every datapoint
% pass through RMS routine as is (AC RMS)
% Input_V
temp_sum8 = 0;
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
DC_offset{index_num,index_type} =
mean(input_V{index_num,index_type}); % find DC offset of input ECG
for i = 1:length(input_V{index_num,index_type})
temp_sum8 = (temp_sum8+((input_V{index_num,index_type}(i))DC_offset{index_num,index_type})^2);
end
temp_sum8 = temp_sum8/(length(input_V{index_num,index_type}));
RMS_input_V{index_num,index_type} = sqrt(temp_sum8);
temp_sum8 = 0;
end
end
end
% 2 pt scaled derivative
temp_sum3 = 0;
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for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
for i = 1:length(V_deriv_2_scaled{index_num,index_type})
temp_sum3 =
(temp_sum3+(V_deriv_2_scaled{index_num,index_type}(i))^2);
end
% add divide by # data points
temp_sum3 =
temp_sum3/(length(V_deriv_2_scaled{index_num,index_type}));
RMS_V_deriv_2_scaled{index_num,index_type} = sqrt(temp_sum3);
temp_sum3 = 0;
end
end
end
% 3 pt scaled derivative
temp_sum4 = 0;
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
for i = 1:length(V_deriv_3_scaled{index_num,index_type})
temp_sum4 =
(temp_sum4+(V_deriv_3_scaled{index_num,index_type}(i))^2);
end
temp_sum4 =
temp_sum4/(length(V_deriv_3_scaled{index_num,index_type}));
RMS_V_deriv_3_scaled{index_num,index_type} = sqrt(temp_sum4);
temp_sum4 = 0;
end
end
end
% 3 pt derivative FIR scaled
temp_sum5 = 0;
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
for i = 1:length(V_deriv_3_FIR_scaled{index_num,index_type})
temp_sum5 =
(temp_sum5+(V_deriv_3_FIR_scaled{index_num,index_type}(i))^2);
end
temp_sum5 =
temp_sum5/(length(V_deriv_3_FIR_scaled{index_num,index_type}));
RMS_V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,index_type} = sqrt(temp_sum5);
temp_sum5 = 0;
end
end
end
% Hilbert FIR
temp_sum6 = 0;
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
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for i = 1:length(V_hilbert{index_num,index_type})
temp_sum6 =
(temp_sum6+(V_hilbert{index_num,index_type}(i))^2);
end
temp_sum6 = temp_sum6/(length(V_hilbert{index_num,index_type}));
RMS_V_hilbert{index_num,index_type} = sqrt(temp_sum6);
temp_sum6 = 0;
end
end
end
% Hilbert Expanded FIR
temp_sum7 = 0;
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
for i = 1:length(V_hilbert_expand{index_num,index_type})
temp_sum7 =
(temp_sum7+(V_hilbert_expand{index_num,index_type}(i))^2);
end
temp_sum7 =
temp_sum7/(length(V_hilbert_expand{index_num,index_type}));
RMS_V_hilbert_expand{index_num,index_type} = sqrt(temp_sum7);
temp_sum7 = 0;
end
end
end
RMS_ALL_1 = zeros(M,6); % 10 sec data
RMS_ALL_2 = zeros(M,6); % 1 min data
% collect the RMS values for all methods for 10 second data
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
RMS_ALL_1(index_num,1) = RMS_input_V{index_num,1};
RMS_ALL_1(index_num,2) = RMS_V_deriv_2_scaled{index_num,1};
RMS_ALL_1(index_num,3) = RMS_V_deriv_3_scaled{index_num,1};
RMS_ALL_1(index_num,4) = RMS_V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,1};
RMS_ALL_1(index_num,5) = RMS_V_hilbert{index_num,1};
RMS_ALL_1(index_num,6) = RMS_V_hilbert_expand{index_num,1};
end
end
% collect the RMS values for all methods for 1 minute data
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
RMS_ALL_2(index_num,1) = RMS_input_V{index_num,2};
RMS_ALL_2(index_num,2) = RMS_V_deriv_2_scaled{index_num,2};
RMS_ALL_2(index_num,3) = RMS_V_deriv_3_scaled{index_num,2};
RMS_ALL_2(index_num,4) = RMS_V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,2};
RMS_ALL_2(index_num,5) = RMS_V_hilbert{index_num,2};
RMS_ALL_2(index_num,6) = RMS_V_hilbert_expand{index_num,2};
end
end
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%% Group RMS data
% all RMS data stacked 1:48
cnt = 1;
for i = 1:length(RMS_ALL_1)
if RMS_ALL_1(i, 1) ~= 0
RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(cnt, :) = RMS_ALL_1(i, :);
cnt = cnt+1;
end
end
cnt = 1;
for i = 1:length(RMS_ALL_2)
if RMS_ALL_2(i, 1) ~= 0
RMS_ALL_METHODS_2(cnt, :) = RMS_ALL_2(i, :);
cnt = cnt+1;
end
end

%% Calculate FFT
if (FFT_EN == 1)
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
L = length(input_V{index_num,index_type});
% length of FFT
fft_calc{index_num,index_type} =
fft(input_V{index_num,index_type});
% take the FFT
fft_shift{index_num,index_type} =
fftshift(fft_calc{index_num,index_type}); % shift to center spectrum around
0 Hz
fft_plot{index_num,index_type} =
2*abs((fft_shift{index_num,index_type})/L); % apply unit linear gain
end
end
end
% digital frequency is same for every patient, create matrix based on
time durations (N)
for index_type = 1:N
L = length(t{1,index_type});
% length of FFT
F{1,index_type} = 1/L*(-L/2:L/2-1); % digital frequency
end
end

%% Find Bandwidth and Create Box Whisker Plot
if (FFT_EN == 1)
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
upper_spec_array =
fft_plot{index_num,index_type}((length(fft_plot{index_num,index_type})/2+2)
: (length(fft_plot{index_num,index_type}))); %
1802:3600);
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PSD{index_num,index_type} = (upper_spec_array*sqrt(2)).^2;
total_pwr = sum(PSD{index_num,index_type}(:));
PSD_integr = 0;
for i = 1:length(PSD{index_num,index_type})
if PSD_integr < 0.95*total_pwr
PSD_integr =
PSD_integr+PSD{index_num,index_type}(i);
else
% multiply # of bins (i-1) * step size in Hz per bin
BW_calc = (i1)*360/length(fft_plot{index_num,index_type});
BW{index_num,index_type} = BW_calc;
break;
end
end
end
end
end
BW_matrix = cell2mat(BW);
figure()
% doesn't work if there's only 1 data set
boxplot(BW_matrix,'labels',{'10 second','1 minute'})
title('Bandwidth Box Whisker Plots')
ylabel('95% Signal Bandwidth Frequency [Hz]')
yticks(0:2.5:35)
end
%% Future Work
% Morphological filtering section of code was investigated but not included
% in the results of the thesis. Most of the code works but the results seem
% counterintuitive. Parametric area needs more conceptual confirmation
% before using it.

%% Morphological Filters
disp('Applying morphological filters')
% size and shape of structure element
SE_dilate = strel('octagon', 3);
SE_erode = strel('octagon', 3);
% apply the dilate and erode functions to all transformed data
% 2 pt derivative calculated
if ((create_deriv_2_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN == 1))
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
V_deriv_2_image_dilate{index_num,index_type} =
imdilate(V_deriv_2_image{index_num,index_type},SE_dilate);
V_deriv_2_image_erode{index_num,index_type} =
imerode(V_deriv_2_image_dilate{index_num,index_type},SE_erode);
end
end
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end
end
% 3 pt derivative FIR
if ((create_deriv_3_FIR_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN ==
1))
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
V_deriv_3_FIR_image_dilate{index_num,index_type} =
imdilate(V_deriv_3_FIR_image{index_num,index_type},SE_dilate);
V_deriv_3_FIR_image_erode{index_num,index_type} =
imerode(V_deriv_3_FIR_image_dilate{index_num,index_type},SE_erode);
end
end
end
end
% Hilbert FIR
if ((create_hilbert_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN == 1))
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
V_hilbert_image_dilate{index_num,index_type} =
imdilate(V_hilbert_image{index_num,index_type},SE_dilate);
V_hilbert_image_erode{index_num,index_type} =
imerode(V_hilbert_image_dilate{index_num,index_type},SE_erode);
end
end
end
end
% Hilbert Expanded FIR
if ((create_hilbert_expand_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN ==
1))
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
V_hilbert_expand_image_dilate{index_num,index_type} =
imdilate(V_hilbert_expand_image{index_num,index_type},SE_dilate);
V_hilbert_expand_image_erode{index_num,index_type} =
imerode(V_hilbert_expand_image_dilate{index_num,index_type},SE_erode);
end
end
end
end

%% Calculate percent coverage with Morphological Filtering
disp('Calculating percent coverage with morphological filtering')
% 2 pt derivative calculated
if ((create_deriv_2_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN == 1))
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
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for index_type = 1:N
pixel_cnt =
sum(V_deriv_2_image_dilate{index_num,index_type}(:) == color);
V_deriv_2_percent_dilate{index_num,index_type} =
(pixel_cnt/(2000^2));
pixel_cnt =
sum(V_deriv_2_image_erode{index_num,index_type}(:) == color);
V_deriv_2_percent_erode{index_num,index_type} =
(pixel_cnt/(2000^2));
end
end
end
end
% 3 pt derivative FIR
if ((create_deriv_3_FIR_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN ==
1))
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
pixel_cnt =
sum(V_deriv_3_FIR_image_dilate{index_num,index_type}(:) == color);
V_deriv_3_FIR_percent_dilate{index_num,index_type} =
(pixel_cnt/(2000^2));
pixel_cnt =
sum(V_deriv_3_FIR_image_erode{index_num,index_type}(:) == color);
V_deriv_3_FIR_percent_erode{index_num,index_type} =
(pixel_cnt/(2000^2));
end
end
end
end
% Hilbert FIR
if ((create_hilbert_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN == 1))
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
pixel_cnt =
sum(V_hilbert_image_dilate{index_num,index_type}(:) == color);
V_hilbert_percent_dilate{index_num,index_type} =
(pixel_cnt/(2000^2));
pixel_cnt =
sum(V_hilbert_image_erode{index_num,index_type}(:) == color);
V_hilbert_percent_erode{index_num,index_type} =
(pixel_cnt/(2000^2));
end
end
end
end
% Hilbert Expanded FIR
if ((create_hilbert_expand_matricies == 1) && (create_matricies_master_EN ==
1))
for index_num = 100:M
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if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
pixel_cnt =
sum(V_hilbert_expand_image_dilate{index_num,index_type}(:) == color);
V_hilbert_expand_percent_dilate{index_num,index_type} =
(pixel_cnt/(2000^2));
pixel_cnt =
sum(V_hilbert_expand_image_erode{index_num,index_type}(:) == color);
V_hilbert_expand_percent_erode{index_num,index_type} =
(pixel_cnt/(2000^2));
end
end
end
end

%% Parametric Curve Area
% rms of Hilbert x delayed derivative
temp_sum9 = 0;
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
for i = 22:(length(V_hilbert{index_num,index_type})-128+22)
temp = V_hilbert{index_num,index_type}(i)...
% start
at 22
* V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,index_type}(i-21);
% line
up 1st sample derivative w/ 1st sample hilbert
temp_sum9 = (temp_sum9+temp);
end
temp_sum9 = temp_sum9/(i-22);
% normalize by number of
datapoints summed
paramertic_area_Hil_Deriv{index_num,index_type} = temp_sum9;
temp_sum9 = 0;
end
end
end
% rms of Hilbert Expanded x delayed derivative
temp_sum10 = 0;
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
for i = 64:(length(V_hilbert_expand{index_num,index_type})128+64)
temp = V_hilbert_expand{index_num,index_type}(i)... % start
at 64
* V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,index_type}(i-63);
% line
up 1st sample derivative w/ 1st sample hilbert
temp_sum10 = (temp_sum10+temp);
end
temp_sum10 = temp_sum10/(i-64);
% normalize by number of
datapoints summed
paramertic_area_Hil_Exp_Deriv{index_num,index_type} =
temp_sum10;
temp_sum10 = 0;
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end
end
end
% rms of derivative x derivative
temp_sum11 = 0;
for index_num = 100:M
if (ismember(index_num,valid_patients) == 1)
for index_type = 1:N
for i = 64:(length(V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,index_type})-64)
temp = (V_deriv_3_FIR{index_num,index_type}(i))^2;
temp_sum11 = (temp_sum11+temp);
end
temp_sum11 = temp_sum11/(i-64);
% normalize by number of
datapoints summed
paramertic_area_Hil_Deriv_Deriv{index_num,index_type} =
temp_sum11;
temp_sum11 = 0;
end
end
end

%% Plots
% most of the plots do not start at index 1
% this is to account for distortion in the first L/2 samples into an FIR
% filter (and the last L/2)

% impulse response
figure()
stem(0:length(hilbert_transf)-1,hilbert_transf,'fill')
title('Impulse Response Hilbert Transform Filter')
xlabel('Filter Tap #')
ylabel('Filter Coefficient Magnitude')
xlim([0 43])
% Filter plots
fvtool(hilbert_transf,1, delay_transf,1, hilbert_transf_expand,1,
delay_transf_expand,1,'Fs', 360);
legend('Hilbert Transform','Time Delay','Hilbert Transform Expanded','Time
Delay Expanded');
xlim([0 180])

% RMS scatter plots (x vs y) all methods
% single y-axis
% cut off one outlier (#107)
figure()
clf
hold on
scatter(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,2),'filled') %
scatter(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,3),'filled') %
%plot(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,4)) % 3-Pt Deriv
scatter(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,5),'filled') %

2-Pt Deriv
3-Pt Deriv
FIR
Hilbert
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scatter(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,6),'filled') % Hilbert
Expand
hold off
title('AC RMS, ECG vs Transformed ECG Signals')
legend('2-Pt Deriv','3-Pt Deriv','Hilbert Transform','Hilbert Transform
Expanded');
xlabel('AC RMS of ECG [mV]')
ylabel('AC RMS of Transformed ECG [mV] and [mV/Ts]')
upper_lim = 0.7;
xticks(0:0.1:upper_lim)
yticks(0:0.1:upper_lim)
xlim([0 upper_lim])
ylim([0 upper_lim])

% RMS scatter plots (x vs y)
% derivative method only
% cut off a few outliers
figure()
clf
hold on
scatter(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,2),'filled') % 2-Pt Deriv
scatter(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,3),'filled') % 3-Pt Deriv
coeff2 = polyfit(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,2),1);
fit2 = polyval(coeff2,RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1));
plot(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),fit2,'-')
coeff3 = polyfit(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,3),1);
fit3 = polyval(coeff3,RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1));
plot(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),fit3,'-')
r_val2 = corrcoef(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,2));
r_val3 = corrcoef(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,3));
dim = [.15 .6 .3 .3];
str = sprintf('2-Pt Deriv r = %.4f', r_val2(1,2));
annotation('textbox',dim,'String',str,'FitBoxToText','on','FontName','cambri
a math')
dim = [.15 .5 .3 .3];
str = sprintf('3-Pt Deriv r = %.4f', r_val3(1,2));
annotation('textbox',dim,'String',str,'FitBoxToText','on','FontName','cambri
a math')
hold off
title('AC RMS, ECG vs Derivative of ECG Signals')
legend('2-Pt Deriv','3-Pt Deriv','2-Pt Linear Fit','3-Pt Linear Fit');
xlabel('AC RMS of ECG [mV]')
ylabel('AC RMS of Derivative ECG [mV/Ts]')
upper_lim = 0.7;
xticks(0:0.1:upper_lim)
yticks(0:0.01:0.13)
xlim([0 upper_lim])
ylim([0 0.13])

% RMS scatter plots (x vs y)
% Hilbert methods only
% cut off a few outliers
figure()
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clf
hold on
scatter(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,5),'filled') % Hilbert
scatter(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,6),'filled') % Hilbert
Expand
coeff5 = polyfit(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,5),1);
fit5 = polyval(coeff5,RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1));
plot(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),fit5,'-')
coeff6 = polyfit(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,6),1);
fit6 = polyval(coeff6,RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1));
plot(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),fit6,'-')
r_val5 = corrcoef(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,5));
r_val6 = corrcoef(RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,1),RMS_ALL_METHODS_1(:,6));
dim = [.15 .6 .3 .3];
str = sprintf('Hilbert Transform r = %.4f', r_val5(1,2));
annotation('textbox',dim,'String',str,'FitBoxToText','on','FontName','cambri
a math')
dim = [.15 .5 .3 .3];
str = sprintf('Hilbert Transform Exp r = %.4f', r_val6(1,2));
annotation('textbox',dim,'String',str,'FitBoxToText','on','FontName','cambri
a math')
hold off
title('AC RMS, ECG vs Hilbert Transformed of ECG Signals')
legend('Hilbert Transform','Hilbert Transform Exp','Hilbert Transform Linear
Fit','Hilbert Transform Exp Linear Fit');
xlabel('AC RMS of ECG [mV]')
ylabel('AC RMS of Hilbert ECG [mV]')
upper_lim = 0.7;
xticks(0:0.1:upper_lim)
yticks(0:0.1:upper_lim)
xlim([0 upper_lim])
ylim([0 upper_lim])

% FFT Plot
patient_num = 100;
patient_type = 1;
figure()
plot(F{1,patient_type}*Fs, fft_plot{patient_num,patient_type})
hold on
title(sprintf('Patient: #%d-%d',patient_num,patient_type))
ylim([0 0.04])
xlim([-180 180])
xticks(-180:30:180)
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]')
ylabel('ECG [mV]')

% some representative bandwidth plots
low = [105 107 121 200];
mid = [103 122 210 219 234];
high = [100 101 205 209];
weird = [104 109 114 203];
keep = [105 107 121 200 100 101 205 209 103 122 210 219 234 104 109 114
203];
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% plot all time domain and XY plots (2 pt deriv and Hilbert) in the list
for i = 100:M
if ((ismember(i,valid_patients) == 1) && (ismember(i,keep) == 1))
patient_num = i;
patient_type = 1;
figure()
clf
subplot(121)
hold on;
plot(input_V{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(input_V{patient_num,patien
t_type})-64)),
V_deriv_2_scaled{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_deriv_2_scaled{patie
nt_num,patient_type})-63)))
plot(V_delay_3{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_delay_3{patient_num,pa
tient_type})-64-1)),
V_deriv_3_FIR{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_deriv_3_FIR{patient_num
,patient_type})-64)))
hold off;
legend('2-Pt Deriv','3-Pt Deriv')
title(sprintf('Patient: #%d-%d, Derivative Methods, BW:
%.4g',patient_num,patient_type,round(BW{patient_num,patient_type},1)))
xlabel('ECG [mV]')
ylabel('Derivative ECG [mV/Ts]')
xlim([-2 2])
ylim([-0.5 0.5])
subplot(122)
hold on;
plot(V_delay{patient_num,patient_type}(22:(length(V_delay{patient_num,patien
t_type})-128+1)),
V_hilbert{patient_num,patient_type}(22:(length(V_hilbert{patient_num,patient
_type})-128+22)))
plot(V_delay_expand{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_delay_expand{pati
ent_num,patient_type})-128+1)),
V_hilbert_expand{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_hilbert_expand{patie
nt_num,patient_type})-128+64)))
hold off;
legend('Hilbert FIR','Hilbert FIR Exp')
title(sprintf('Patient: #%d-%d, Hilbert Transform Methods, BW:
%.4g',patient_num,patient_type,round(BW{patient_num,patient_type},1)))
xlabel('ECG [mV]')
ylabel('Hilbert ECG [mV]')
xlim([-2 2])
ylim([-2 2])
end
end

% time signal only (careful with start end indecies)
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patient_num = 100;
patient_type = 1;
figure()
plot(t{1,patient_type}, input_V{patient_num,patient_type})
title(sprintf('Patient: #%d-%d, 0-10s',patient_num,patient_type))
xlim([0 10])
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('ECG [mV]')

% Plot single Cardioid, all methods
patient_num = 234;
patient_type = 1;
magnitude = 2;
figure()
title(sprintf('Patient: #%d-%d, BW: %.4g Hz, 010s',patient_num,patient_type,round(BW{patient_num,patient_type},1)))
hold on
plot(input_V{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(input_V{patient_num,patien
t_type})-64)),
V_deriv_2_scaled{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_deriv_2_scaled{patie
nt_num,patient_type})-63)))
plot(V_delay_3{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_delay_3{patient_num,pa
tient_type})-64-1)),
V_deriv_3_FIR{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_deriv_3_FIR{patient_num
,patient_type})-64)))
plot(V_delay{patient_num,patient_type}(22:(length(V_delay{patient_num,patien
t_type})-128+1)),
V_hilbert{patient_num,patient_type}(22:(length(V_hilbert{patient_num,patient
_type})-128+22)))
plot(V_delay_expand{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_delay_expand{pati
ent_num,patient_type})-128+1)),
V_hilbert_expand{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_hilbert_expand{patie
nt_num,patient_type})-128+64)))
hold off
xlim([-magnitude magnitude])
ylim([-magnitude magnitude])
xlabel('ECG [mV]')
ylabel('Transformed ECG [mV/Ts], [mV]')
legend('2-Pt Deriv','3-Pt Deriv','Hilbert FIR','Hilbert FIR Exp')

% Plot time signal and Cardioid with two y-axis
patient_num = 100;
patient_type = 1;
magnitude = 2;
figure()
subplot(121)
plot(t{1,patient_type}(64:(length(t{1,patient_type})-64)),
input_V{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(input_V{patient_num,patient_typ
e})-64)))
title(sprintf('Patient: #%d-%d, 0.5-3.5s',patient_num,patient_type))
xlim([0.5 3.5])
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('ECG [mV]')
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subplot(122)
title(sprintf('Patient: #%d-%d, BW: %.4g Hz, 010s',patient_num,patient_type,round(BW{patient_num,patient_type},1)))
yyaxis left
plot(input_V{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(input_V{patient_num,patien
t_type})-64)),
V_deriv_2_scaled{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_deriv_2_scaled{patie
nt_num,patient_type})-63)))
xticks(-magnitude:0.5:magnitude)
xlim([-magnitude magnitude])
ylim([-magnitude magnitude])
xlabel('ECG [mV]')
ylabel('Derivative ECG [mV/Ts]')
yyaxis right
plot(V_delay{patient_num,patient_type}(22:(length(V_delay{patient_num,patien
t_type})-128+1)),
V_hilbert{patient_num,patient_type}(22:(length(V_hilbert{patient_num,patient
_type})-128+22)),'Color',[0.8500 0.3250 0.0980])
legend('2-Pt Deriv','Hilbert FIR')
xlim([-magnitude magnitude])
ylim([-magnitude magnitude])
ylabel('Hilbert ECG [mV]')

%% Signals for Plotting
%{
% All signals (no distortion, lined up)
input_V:
input_V{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(input_V{patient_num,patient_typ
e})-64))
V_deriv_2_scaled:
V_deriv_2_scaled{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_deriv_2_scaled{patie
nt_num,patient_type})-63))
V_deriv_3_FIR:
V_deriv_3_FIR{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_deriv_3_FIR{patient_num
,patient_type})-64))
V_delay_3:
V_delay_3{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_delay_3{patient_num,patient
_type})-64-1))
V_delay:
V_delay{patient_num,patient_type}(22:(length(V_delay{patient_num,patient_typ
e})-128+1))
V_delay_expand:
V_delay_expand{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_delay_expand{patient_n
um,patient_type})-128+1))
V_hilbert:
V_hilbert{patient_num,patient_type}(22:(length(V_hilbert{patient_num,patient
_type})-128+22))
V_hilbert_expand:
V_hilbert_expand{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_hilbert_expand{patie
nt_num,patient_type})-128+64))
plot(input_V{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(input_V{patient_num,patien
t_type})-64)),
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V_deriv_2_scaled{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_deriv_2_scaled{patie
nt_num,patient_type})-63)))
plot(V_delay_3{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_delay_3{patient_num,pa
tient_type})-64-1)),
V_deriv_3_FIR{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_deriv_3_FIR{patient_num
,patient_type})-64)))
plot(V_delay{patient_num,patient_type}(22:(length(V_delay{patient_num,patien
t_type})-128+1)),
V_hilbert{patient_num,patient_type}(22:(length(V_hilbert{patient_num,patient
_type})-128+22)))
plot(V_delay_expand{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_delay_expand{pati
ent_num,patient_type})-128+1)),
V_hilbert_expand{patient_num,patient_type}(64:(length(V_hilbert_expand{patie
nt_num,patient_type})-128+64)))
% Both 3-pt derivative methods
V_deriv_3_scaled: plot(input_V{patient_num,patient_type}(2:end1),V_deriv_3_scaled{patient_num,patient_type})
V_deriv_3_FIR:
plot(V_delay_3{patient_num,patient_type}(2:end2),V_deriv_3_FIR{patient_num,patient_type}(2:end-1))
%}
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